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fleadmastei*

Here we are at the end of another school year,

the 137th for Stanstead College. That means it's

the time of year when we older folks get the urge

to dispense advice almost always without your

invitation or approval. I'm older than you and I

don't have your invitation, so I guess I qualify

and can go ahead and take my final shot.

It took a while, but one thing that I've found out is

that the more I learn, the more I have to learn.

As former UCLA basketball coach John

Wooden once said, "It's what you learn after you

know it all that counts."

That's a big change. When I was your age, I

found it difficult to listen to advice from people

older than me, especially advice from my
parents. In fact, I usually ignored it. I may have

respected them and their experiences but I was
just being polite. What did they know about my
life? What place did their knowledge have in my
world, one that was so different from the one

they grew up in? I was a part of a different

generation. I was going through something

totally unique. Or so I thought.

It's so easy when we are young to see only our

boundless energy and our infinite promise to

affect positive change. But this can also blind us.

There will always be a time in our lives when we
could and should seek help, if only to remind us

of the weakness and fallibility of human nature. If

nothing else, it should keep us all humble.

So does this mean you should take to heart all of

the unsolicited advice that will be given to you? I

sure hope not. I'd like to believe that your

education here at Stanstead has made you into

a better critical thinker. Information that is

presented or freely given should not be accepted

at face value. To do so would be naive and

complacent, and these are values that are not

promoted here at this school. These are values

that shouldn't be promoted anywhere.

Your teachers, your coaches, your advisors,

your program of study and hopefully your friends

have been preparing you for your life beyond the

safety and security of our campus grounds.

You're going to spend the rest of your years

bombarded with information, some of it

deliberately false and misleading.

I'm not saying that every piece of advice given to

you will be purposely damaging but it might not

be appropriate to your situation. And this is when
you will be called upon to apply your own
knowledge and expertise, to think about what

the advice really is and to consider whether to

accept it.

True courage might require you to go against

common advice. We call this integrity. We call

this being true to yourself. We call this being

someone worthy of giving the gift of advice. You
will need to learn to pick the grains of wisdom
from the chaff of absurdity and stupidity. You will

need to learn when to trust in others, and more
importantly, you will need to learn to trust in

yourself.

I hope that your experiences here have taught

you to listen, assess and choose wisely. Best of

luck to all.

Michael Wolfe, Headmaster



Cdito^s jUessage

I write this as we are putting the finishing

touches on the yearbook, which we've

completed a whole month early! How amazing is

that?! If you are curious as to how this

happened, its simple really. It is because of the

most amazing people I had helping me. Team,

you were incredibly dedicated and diligent.

When a task needed doing, it got done, no

questions asked. You were productive and

efficient. It saddens me that you will never fully

grasp how much I thank you because it is

impossible to express such gratitude in words.

Mr Williams, thank you for all your help and for

inspiring (coercing) your students to produce the

art we've used in this book. Ms Getty, without all

your help and organization with the ads we
wouldn't have the extensive ad section that has

helped fund all the extras in the yearbook.

To you, Mr Murray, to whom a simple thank you

can never ever express all you've helped me
with. I have learnt an enormous amount about

myself through doing the yearbook and this is

largely due to you. You've taught me to be

patient, to be diplomatic my words so others

don't feel disrespected or discouraged, and

you've taught me that whatever I think is a

catastrophe isnt really that big a deal and can

always be fixed.

I can't believe that my two-year legacy as

yearbook editor is coming to an end. It has

probably been one of the most valuable and

memorable experiences for me at Stanstead.

This year was quite eventful, both at the college

and in the world, so we tried to do our best to

represent as much as we could in the yearbook.

The yearbook once again is filled with changes,

like the cover (who would have thought they

would be able to do a laser cut out of a Spartan

head), the world beat section, and the pages filled

and filled with tons of colour. The yearbook is

also larger this year because we had so many
students, not to mention a graduating class of 96,

so I thought it was important to increase the size

so we could increase the number of pictures.

To the students who are new or returning to the

College, its your time to step up, stand out and fill

the shoes of the students who once stood there

before you, and don't you dare let us down!

Much love,

Gabrielle Archer



Prefects

Teachers

Board of Directors 2008-2009

(1st row l-r) Mr. Telling,

Mrs. Carruthers, Mr. Wells,

Mr. Wolfe, Mr. Simard,

Mr. Van Dyke, Mr. Elliot,

(2nd row) Ms. Reynolds,

Ms. Hessian, Ms. Fullerton,

Mrs. Elliot, Mrs. Smith,

Ms. Rabadzija, Ms. Getty,

Mr. LaPerle,

(3rd row) Mr. McNamara,
Mr. Nesbitt, Mr. Planetta, M. Foster,

Dr. Standage, Mr. Williams,

(4th row l-r) Mr. Grenier, Mr. Rioux,

Mr. Kopar, Ms. Byrnes,

Mr. Chandler, Mrs. May.

Missing: Mme. Chartrand,

Mme. Genereux, Mme. Maurice,

M. Prevost, Ms. Campbell,

Mrs. Telling, Ms. Gittens,

Ms. Harding

John H.E. Colby,

Honorary Chairman
Georges Beaubien

Chairman

Yves Quintal

Vice-Chairman

Liselyn Adams
Jim Campbell

Jonathan Cowen
Eric Fafard

Marie-Pier Germain

Sylvie Maclsaac

Karen Moffat

John Moses
Frangois Paradis

Matteo Pasquale

Matthew Price-Gallagher

Yvan Ronsse
Ron Spaulding

Council of Trustees 2008-2009

(1st row l-r) Ling Chiu, Lindsay Smith (co-head prefect), Helen White, Olivia

Demerchant, Tania Laroche-Duhamel, Kristina Wilson, Chloe Duprat, Rita-

Louise Montour, Necola Guerrina, (2nd row) JF Lefort, Olivier Charette, Ryan
Bedard, Charles Vaillancourt, Jesse Halikas, In Won Lee, Nickolas Lapointe,

(3rd row) Logan Vanasse, Hank Chen, Collin De La Bruere (co-head prefect),

Felix Boisse, Ngwa Numfor. Missing: Marcela Gonzalez Riquelme.

Liselyn Adams
William Aston Reese
Manie Aubut 93

VJ Bala 94

Georges Beaubien 68
Philippe Beauregard 92
Jim Campbell

Peter Carpentieri 78

George F. Carter

George Chiarella 60
Richard Colt 49

Jonathan Cowen 72

Robert Cowling

Eileen Curran

Peter C. Daniel 54

Georges Diamandoupoulous

Tracey Emms 82

Eric Fafard

Barry Gallant

Marie-Pier Germain 01

David Gray

Robert Hirsh 87
Todd Hsu 92

Ian Jackson 82
Bart Kasowski 89

Patrick Kelly 85

William Layton 46

Joseph Levy 69

Samuel MacCallum 80

Sylvie Maclsaac

AN Martin-Mayer

Suzy McDonald 95
Doug McEwen 76
Allan Metric 68

Karen Moffat

J. Scott Morgan 75
John Moses
Rebecca Nienkamper 83
Wim Overwater

Dr. Zubin Panthaki 85
Francois Paradis 92

Isabelle Paradis-Gatcliffe 89

Matteo Pasquale 74

Angelo Perrotta

94 Matthew Price-Gallagher

Yves Quintal 74

Philip Renaud 89
Rick Renaud
Yvan Ronnse
Sawaya Amani

Joel Segal 75

Dr. Ronald Spaulding

Hugh Thompson
Geoffrey Wagner 71

Harry Walker 47

Philip Webster

Tom Williams

Genevieve Young 97



Alicia Jones,

Marie-Josee

Gaboriault,

Helene

Ledoux,

Clement
Jacques

Left to right:

Nancy Demers-

Mckinnon,

Maida Benoit,

Sylvie Bolduc,

Wendy
Kimpton,

Bridget

Channell, Linda

Lang, Elizabeth

Flanders,

Louise Benoit,

Alta Sheldon,

Diane

Middleton

Michael Seguin,

Claude Bourgouin,

Marc Bergeron,

Mike Huckins,

Garry Roy
Front: Kevin

Lafond

Sharon

Prince

and

Lucie

Roy

Yves Lavoie, Marc
,
Maurice, Lesley Woodard, Mario Bousquet, Sharon Prince, Janet

Cartmel, Mark Maclure, Catherine Phaneuf. Missing: Adam Haskell, Martina Horber,

Alysha Langevin, Jonathan Langevin, Cameron Moss, Cynthia Phillips, Sasha Powell,

Sonya Ticehurst

Left to right:

Joanne

Ross,

Donna
Richter,

Joanne

Carruthers,

Marie-Eve

Simard,

Suzanne
Marrotte.

Missing:

Marie

Marceau

Marc Parent. Plus:

Darrin Prine, Paul

Stuart, Chris Goodsell

Left to right: Al Smith, Denis Fleurant, David Woodard.

Christopher Goodsell, Larry Reynolds

Left to right:

Dugie Ross,

LeeAnne

Smith,

Brian Denney,

Griffen,

Ross Murray,

Helene Hamel,

Karen Cushing
Sylvain Bergeron, Louis Bergeron, Buck

Sayer

Milene Boudreau and Andre-Karl

Belair
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Andrew Elliot

Richard Nesbitt

Francine MauriceJames Rioux

Iree Genereux (and 0harlie) Geoffrey Te!

Claudine Chartrand



Depart!ng Faculty
TKe JU^JVamams
Michael and Inger McNamara returned to Stanstead College

last fall after a one-year absence. During his first stint of 1

1

years with us, Mr. McNamara built our boys hockey team into

one of the top programs in North America. This year he
coached our girls squad to an ETIAC League championship,

while Inger was a daily part of life in Bugbee House. Mr. and
Mrs. Mac will now fulfill a long-standing desire to return to live

and work in Europe. We wish them both the very best.

Andree Genereux has taught and tutored in our Languages
Department for the past three years. If you've ever been lucky

enough to sit in on one of her classes, you know all about the

energy, enthusiasm and wonderfully good-natured demeanour
that she brings to school each and every day... not to mention

her love of the outdoors, especially cross-country skiing. It has
been a pleasure to have her at Stanstead College. Un gros

merci.

]We.&c}\\civ\ 'FiiHe^ton
Meaghan Fullerton is an alumna of Stanstead

College. During her two years on faculty she brought

her many talents to a multitude of areas including our

Humanities Department, our Learning Resource
Centre, our junior girls basketball and rugby teams,

and both Colby and Bugbee House residences.

Thank you, Ms. Fullerton

Kristen Byrnes
For the past four years Kristen Byrnes has quietly,

competently and without complaint taught one of the heaviest

course loads we have: senior Linear Algebra, Chemistry and
Math. She is a totally committed teacher, coach, advisor and
Duke of Edinburgh coordinator. She not only does her job with

skill and aplomb but she's one of those rare people who will

always volunteer to lend a hand wherever and whenever it is

needed. Best of luck with your move to Calgary.

Tmcey flooding
One of the most difficult jobs at a boarding school is

house director. While it can also be the most rewarding

position, it's an incredibly time-consuming, pressure-filled

and public task. Few have performed the role of house
parent better than Tracey Harding who has directed

Colby House for the past six years. She has given all of

herself to this demanding challenge and we know that

her girls appreciate her firm but caring approach. Ms.

Harding also ruled our pool as our aquatics coordinator,

and our swim teams have experienced levels of success

that have been unprecedented in the history of

Stanstead College. We wish her the very best.

K^sowski
At the end of last summer we
unexpectedly found ourselves in

immediate need of a

Math/Science teacher. Good
ones are very hard to find but we
were fortunate to be able to

again call on the services of Ann
Kasowski who had worked at the

college from 1987-96. As usual,

Mrs. Kasowski has worked

tirelessly with our students and
we hope that she will be back

with us again next year in our

Learning Resource Centre.

Many thanks again, Mrs.

Kasowski.

CkHs
Kopa^

Chris Kopar has been the

environmental conscience of our

school for the past three years.

Whether it's the food waste

program, the river cleanup or

recycling, youll find Mr. Kopar

leading the way. Although he

lived off campus, he was a

constant presence at school

events, and if there was a prize

for most energetic dancer

amongst the faculty, Mr. Kopar

would be the hands-down

winner. Mr. Kopar, we
appreciate all that you've done.





2009
Grad& 12

Krista Blackned
"Do not let your fire go out, spark by irreplaceable spark in the hopeless swaps of the not-quite, the

yet, and the not-at-all. Do not let the hero in your soul perish in lonely frustration for the life

deserved and have never been able to reach. The world you desire can be won. It exists., it

possible., it's yours." - Ayn Rand, "Atlas Shrugged"

As I reflect on my three years at Stanstead it is hard not to describe it as a positive experience. Stanstead

has turned me into a creator, just when I thought I didn't have an artsy bone in my body. Stanstead

has helped turn me into an athlete, someone who genuinely enjoys sports, and I never thought that

would happen. Stanstead has turned me into an innovator and a thinker, something I will cherish for

the rest of my life. Stanstead has helped me realize who I am and who I want to be, what direction I

want to follow, and what kind of people I want to accompany me. This has been one heck jzsf a

journey, with some bumps and obstacles along the way, but the sort of voyage that should never be
taken for granted. To anyone and everyone who has ever helped me, by being my friend, my coach,

my teacher; I wish to give you a lifetime of gratitude. To those of you who made sure i never lost hope
and kept me in check, I wouldn't be where I am today without you. To those who stood by my side,

hugged me when I cried, and made sure I didn't hide, your support has meant the world to me. To the

people I will never see again, promise not to fall into the conformities of our society, and tove the life

you are living. To my dear friends who I hope to keep in touch with, without you ail. my Stanstead

experience would have been meaningless. Much love.

Jose^fllfonso Alfaro Portillo
I want to thank my family for giving me the opportunity to come to SC, I love you, mom and dad. Three

years at SC = the best three years of my life. This year was amazing; there were a lot of memorable a

incredible experiences that I shared with friends who I will love and remember forever: Anand, the

funniest person ever. Lei and Chris, the best co-roommates and business partners. Ptito, a very "s

guy. Jon, always there at the Noodle Parties. Kate, you're such a funny girl! Kakpovbia, I'll miss E

class with you! Germans! Lukas mein Bruder, Lucas, David and Marielle; I had the best time talking and
learning German with you guys. Linda, meine Lehrerin, Vivi and Vali, meine Lieblings-Zwillinge, Montreal

was awesome, the best chicken and brownies ever! Paul and Matteo, Rauchenmann und Lustigmann,

always making me laugh. I will miss all of you Deutschen so much. Mexicans! Armando, brother de dos
anos, estas bien loco; en Mexico visitaremos a Charly en el Ajusco. Miguel, queridisimo revolucionario,

que buenos tiempos pintando yjugando futbolito, espero que me visites en la ciudad y no te dejes

Mikey! Cheko, pelafustan pela-papas, buenisimas nuestras platicas profundas. Josi, el Cha-Morro, siempre

directo al grano; eso es todo! Cesarfn, clavadista con estilo. Pietrillo, buenos tiempos en Montreal. Joana
mi foosball y running partner! Con tu super izquierda vamos a ganar torneos de futbolito! A todos los voy
a extrahar mucho. Stanstead College changed me positively in every single aspect and I will remember it

forever. Good school. Good friends. Fun times. New experiences. No regrets. What an excellent way to

finish high school.

"To change the world it, starts with one step. However -DMB

Gabrielle Archer



Chad Bombardier
University already! High school has been awesome, especially my two years here at Stanstead College,

but everything went by way too fast. I have had great experiences and met amazing people. Hein mon
Ruel comment de temps qu'on a passe dans ma KIAI! On en a dit des conneries la dedans ahah. I don't

know how we ended up four in a room for two on the 4th floor but we managed to do it, even with

Charette's clothes everywhere. Carolina, you better come back up here and see us so we can go

snowboard, you, me and my brother. For those that are going to travel in the van next year for

hockey, make sure that M. Laperle never looks for his cell phone. March break was just unbelievable.

First time on a real plane was awesome; I had a blast with you guys over there. Thanks M. Rioux and

M. Laperle for organizing a great trip. And Ms. Gittens, you were right from the beginning, ahahah. I

know it

took me, eeee let's say a little time, but it is worth it. I love you. Brittany. I'm so happy to be with you.

Hope travelling with Ruel and me wasn't too hard. Thank you for everyone for the amazing year.

Hope to see you all after and good luck in the future. I'll miss you guys.

Olioier Charette
Two years have already passed by!!! I would first like to thank my parents and everybody from the

school who helped me to make this possible. MERCI MAMAN ET PAPA! So many things happened in

two years, but only good memories are stuck in my mind. I have developed so many friendships that I

hope will continue forever. I also had one of my best friends from back home this year! Deguise, ter un

VRAI de VRAI CHUM! Tu ne mas jamais laisse tomber peut importe la situation!! Roommate I'an prochain

a Ottawa! (Pis le gros oublie pas, on a le droit de rever!) Jerry, I don't know how many times you got

me out of trouble in two years! Ter bien mieux de continuer! Logan, Chad, G-Money let's play a little

Drill-it before going to class. Ryan and Jesse, I wish you the best wherever you guys end up! (You are

both SICK hockey players!) Quincou mon linemate, c'est toi qui ma fait scorer. Drew! The PIMPf

The Pub and sick kiss! JP mon autre linemate, on en a tu faites des affaires pour nos femmes! F

check tu des photos de chats! Sauriol arete de chialer! Charles bonne chance I'an prochain a Le

Mass ter un vrai ptit cr***. Amante y novia, I love you both! Miguel you are an amazing guy! And tl

last but certainly not least. Ml AMOR! Jeny you are an awesome and very special girl. You made me live,

learn, feel and dream so many beautiful things that will stay memories forever! I enjoyed every single

passed with you! One last thing: LET ME BE YOUR HERO.Jm OUT!

Dream until your dreams come true...

Learned: "The ones that care are the ones that stay." Dad, mom and Paul, you are my souls, I love you.

I came through, and special thanks to Mr. Wolfe, Mr. Simard, the Elliots, Ms. Harding, Mrs. White, Ms.

Hessian and Milene for all your help and support throughout the year. And sorry if I let you down,

please take my word for it. Besides all, here is where my true love lies... Remember our late night chats,

I will see you soon (LS); crazy fool (CO); ghetto camera (CG); we are never serious, but I will miss you

(IWL); we loaf too much, you are a bad influence! MOTAR BOAT lol (KB); you are not dumb, you are

just out of it (MA); you are a joke (MS); JEFF! (JC); Thank you for being real (LV); Freak, we shall meet

again (NG); Colby girls, I still love you; Roommates, thank you for embracing me. You guys are

incredible, I will miss you all. Goodbye for now. Jesse: You are why I am standing still. I have come to

love better because of you. Anything I say or do wrong, baby, you make it right. We came together too

late, but I am glad we happened. Good luck with everything, stay real, and don't forget about us...

missing you already...

I'm out.

Graham Cheezo
"There is a tide in the affairs of men which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune. But omitted, and the

voyage of their life is bound in shallows and miseries. On such a full sea are we now afloat, and we
must take the current when it serves - or lose the ventures before us." - William Shakespeare, "Julius

Ceaser"

Gng Chiu



John Coburn
Well, first off I guess I would have to thank my parents for paying for last 4 years I have been at

Stanstead. It has been a long wait to get out of high school and I am very happy that it is finally over. I

have made a lot of friends over the years, way too many to count. A lot of good times and good
memories joke and trips. This past year seems like it would never end, but there has been a lot that has

gotten me through it all. The times up in Max's room playing Halo (thanks a lot bro). To my room mates

J.F. and Jeff and Kurt for getting through it and thanks to Gabby for listening to so much of my crap and
never giving up on me. It has been a good time and I will miss all my friends, but for sure its time to

leave. So until the next time kids, "Friendship is like peeing on yourself: everyone can see it, but only

you get the warm feeling that it brings."

Jeffrey Coroen
Five years have gone by so fast. It seems like I just got here in Grade 8 and now I'm off to university.

I'm going to miss all of you guys. I have had some great memories here and hope to keep in touch

with as many people as I can. I want to thank my parents for giving me the opportunity to spend tl

time that I have here; it has really been worth it. I remember when I didn't want to come and now
don't want to leave. JF, you've become like a brother to me even though it's only been three years.

John and Kurt, good times in my room, see you next year in Ottawa. Rita and Christina, all I have to say

is ridiculous CDs and rampant automatic gunfire. To all who I didn't mention, you all made my time

here enjoyable and I wish you all the best. See you in another life.

Christopher Deblois Perreaut
e whiFirst of all. I'd like to thank my family and everyone at home who supported me during the year.

Secondly, my friends, you all know who you are, and the teachers who helped a guy from Quebec
City who couldn't write a proper sentence without some mistakes. I couldn't have succeeded without

you. As for my Stanstead College experience, I will miss a few of the characters, but I'm happy the

show is finally over. I'll look back on all the mistakes and trouble that I made and learn from them. I

also look back on all the good times we had and smile. Finally to all my friends, I hope you all live

happy, long and have successful lives. Until we meet again, best luck to you! Vive le Quebec sti III

"Live life fully while you're here. Experience everything. Take care of yourself and your friends. Have
fun. be crazy, be weird. Go out and screw up! Take the opportunity to learn from:your mistakes: find

the cause of your problem and eliminate it. Don't try to be perfect; just be an excellent example of

being human. Always remember that people rarely succeed unless they have fun in what they are

doing."

-Mr. Deblou

nJorc Oliuk?]' Deguise
First thought I had during my first days in Stanstead was that everything would be something new,

something I had never seen before, where I would meet extraordinary people and have a lifetime

experience and that one year would be enough time to enjoy it entirely. The year went so fast and
looked so short. I met exceptional people who were not only remarkable but who made my stay at

Stanstead incredible and unforgettable. Those people that I couldn't be separated from were JF and
Charette. They were the people who made me laugh daily, made me think, put me into embarrassing

situations, helped me, were my confidants, partners of studies but principally were the ones who really

showed me what true friends are. I've also got really good buddies. Mass tes mon petit , Ronsse bio

partners, Lippi, Quincou, late nights, Chad toutes niaiseries quej'inventais, Matteo and our discussions,

and I'm forgetting many of them. It has been a pleasure to live with all of you. There's also a person

who I unfortunately started to know better too late in the year when there was only one month left

and with whom I've had a really good time and wish I could have more time. I'm going to miss you Va
Ne.... I want to thank every single teacher who raised my standards higher and made me become the

man that I am now. Finally, and most important, I want to thank my parents for giving me the chance

to have this experience and for everything they have done for me. I want them to know that they are 5

exceptional and I love them.



Collin De La Bruere
Another year gone, and a pretty special one too. Senior year passed much faster than I had anticipated,

but it was quite a ride. A few noteworthy memories include soccer season, awesome CAIS tournament

and undefeated in ETIAC; playing drill it with Garrett (stupid light). You Found Me, we brought the

house down; Mr Gs trash talk, and his favourite player, Vasken! As always, lots of people to thank. My
parents, for doing way more than they ever were supposed to. Mr Rioux, thanks for finally forcing me
to debate. I'm sure it helped. To Ms. Hessian for all of your work setting me up for next year. Spencer,

thanks for never making me late for school, the torch is yours now, little brother, carry it high. A special

thanks to all of my friends, thanks for always sticking by me. I'll miss you all so much, but I know I'll see

you again soon. What else can I say? I guess nothing really prepares you for graduation; it's really a

strange feeling. So excited about going on to college but so sad to be leaving my home for the last

four years. It has been such a pleasure knowing you all for the past one to four years, and I wish you

the best of luck in your future endeavours.

Oliuia Demerchant
i Wow! I can't believe it is really over. All of the long days sitting in uniform, sports assembly, sit-down

: lunches with amazing food, sign-ins and important rules, these are all great things but they are not my
favourite things that made me love this place. It was the sports, community feeling and most of all the

‘ people. Though I have only known some of you for two years and some even less, I feel like I have

lived a lifetime with you. I will always be remembered as the tough, rugby-playing girl who was a little

intense, but I also hope to be remembered as a good person, as a good student and most of all a good

friend. There are many people here who deserve a sincere Thank You: Ms. Hessian for always being

there and making me want to be better; Mrs. Wolfe for being herself (caring and mother-like); Ms.

Reynolds and Mrs. May for hosting all those "Bones" parties and being the greatest house directors; to

every coach who inspired me and every teacher who believed in me; to Mr. P for the best Bio class

ever; and to the Van crew (though we are not to speak of the Van) for the good times; I love you guys!

My final and most important thanks is to my parents to whom I owe everything. Thank you, Mom and

Dad, I love you! I will miss you all and I wish you all the best of luck in life. If you are every passing

through Woodstock, New Brunswick look me up or at X next year. Hey, Danger, I hate your stinkin

m ifcl

Mum, living miles away from you and my sister was very hard; I want you to never forget that I love you.

Thank you for offering me the opportunity to come to this College. This year at Stanstead College was very

educational and socially interesting. 1 remember my first month; I was lost because of language and the

system. As time went on, teachers and students helped me a lot to integrate into this community. I really

appreciate that. Even when I was discouraged, they were very present to make me feel better and

support me. Socially I met a lot of people all different from each other and from all over the world. All the

good times spent here will always be in my heart. Thank you everyone. (J. Me, J.Q, JF-L, O.C, C.D, M.S,

G.A, R.K, J.H, M.S, M.P, C.J, C.O, G.N, D.L, FL.C, L.R, A.D, J.R) and many other people. Take care. And

my amazing adviser who one week before the end of the school wants me to shave. Hahaha I will run

away from you, Mister Grenier.

"How far you go in life depends on your being tender with the young, compassionate with the aged,

sympathetic with the striving and tolerant of the weak and strong. Because someday in life you will have

been all of these." - George Washington Carver

Garrett Donnelly
Another decent year but thank God it's my last. Soccer season was fun, like always. Wasn't too sure

what it was gonna be like after watching Luciano almost have a heart attack trying to run from Jerry on

the first day of practice. Hockey season came and went in an instant. Tons of good times. Logy, Chad,

and Charette, my sick roomies during the season. Jordan and Log, always making fun of anybody we
could (especially Letourneau and Chad). Chad, you know I'm always just messing around with you

even though Logan may not be. Mattie's sick DD story that I heard 7 times. Tom always being the

target for harassment. Nick, if you do double PG next year your gonna need to learn to not add a

swear into every sentence. Quincou, JP, MO (Grease), Ruel, Deguise, SB, AM, PA, and all the other

Quebecois on the team, it's been a hell of a season. Cheez, I don't know where you disappeared to but

it's been great playin' with you. Boulous, I don't know what you were laughing at all the time but for

some reason I couldn't help to laugh along with you. Collin, my other sick roommate. Always

destroying our room with the soccer ball. Hopefully they can fix that light. Good luck at school next

year, Delabruere. Ryan and Jesse, my bros. If it wasn't for you guys I may have not even come to

Stanstead in the first place. Sorry for always picking on your exceptionally slow wit, Jesse. Gook luck

next year in BC. And Ryan, I'll see you in the show in the near future. Finally I want to thank my parents

for all they've done for me. Without them none of this would be possible. I love you, mom and dad.

Gook luck to all the grads.

riaim Rhour Dodo



Chloe Duprat
This has been an awesome year. There are so many amazing experiences that will stay with me forever.

I'd like to thank my parents and sister for all their unconditional love and support. Without them, all this

would be impossible. To all my teachers and coaches, thank you for all your help throughout the year. I

greatly appreciate it. To my friends, you know who you are, thank you so much for everything. I will

miss all the jokes and talks and laughter and adventures. I feel so lucky to have such supportive, loving

friends who have become my family over the past two years. I wish you all the best in the years to

come, and hopefully I will see you soon.

Cedar Georcjeoich
It's hard to believe that my time at Stanstead has finally come to an end. Despite all of my complaints

about all the work, mandatory school activities, and those weekend sports commitments, Stanstead has

truly affected me in only the most positive of ways. I would like to thank all my teachers, especially Mrs.

May for putting up with me for all those years, and Mr. Elliot for always giving such amusing classes - I

hope that computer works itself out for you one day. Looking back at my four years here, it is all the

friends I have made that have really made the most impact on my time at Stanstead. Necola (MJ), Tania,

Ling, Christine, John, I really will never forget all of you guys. It's been a great four years together. Ptito, I

will always own you. Thanks for being such a good slave. I'm going to miss you man. Mcdougal,

Ortenburg (little sass), Massimo, Aly, we had some amazing times, and I hope for many more in the

future. Kurt, you will always freak me out! Rume, out of nowhere I have never seen a girl eat so much!
Jesse, I will never forget that incredible amount of work we got done in our study sessions - we were
always right on task. Drew, let's face it, you are the sneakiest mooch ever to step foot on this earth. Yuka
(Grandma), age is just a number, in your case a big number. To everyone, thank you for making my time

at Stanstead such a memorable experience! I wish you all the best in the future! I will miss you all!

necola Guerrilla
% f

My time here at Stanstead has been absolutely incredible and I would like to start off by thanking my
parents for giving me the opportunity to come here. I feel like it was just yesterday that I was taking my
first steps on campus, and now four years later. I'm saying goodbye to the place that has become my
home. To all my friends here, I love all you guys, you are the greatest. Rita-ta, all the advice, and our

hysterical laughing sessions about ABSOLUTLEY nothing; Chloe, I'm never gonna forget all our late

night talks (every night.. lol). Gabie, you were the most awesome tennis buddy ever, f mean, who cOuld

beat our never-ending synchronized workouts. Ring-Ring, you made sleepovers incredibly fun, foil!

Nick, we had a lot of good memories. Dany, I had so much fun with you all year. And l indsay. you are

the best friend I could have ever asked for and I don't know what I would have done without you!! I

also want to thank Van Dyke; I could never have gotten as far in basketball as I have without all your
endless hours of coaching and working with me outside practice. You are without a doubt the best

coach ever, (and a decent advisor, lol) and I’m gonna miss you next year! Stanstead is more than just a

school, it has been my home; and I'm proud to say that I've been lucky enough to have had the

Stanstead Experience. It has been a memorable journey, and I have an endless number of

unforgettable memories, friendships, and experiences that will last a life time.

Jesse fialikas
Mom ,Dad, I love you so much. Thank you for giving me every opportunity and always being there for

me no matter what. Kody, it's the coolest thing in the world to go to school with you and I am going to

miss you, brotha. To all the teachers and faculty, thanks for the three years, they were great. This year

was crazy, I chilled with my best bros, shot some puck and played soccer, memorable seasons. To all of

my friends, Collin, Charette, Logan, Dumas, Daigle, Lefort, Lapointe, Matty, Jordan, Massimo, Fife, Juliet,

JonnyMac, Osei, Ptito, Gabby, Lippi (fighting) and Cedar (working hard?), good luck and keep in touch.

All my Bugbee boys, you know who you are even you. Inwon, a lot of late nights, leave it at that. The
little guys (Checko, Jae, Carl, Marco, Max, Kody). Donnelly, stay in touch with the original 5 and good
luck, my friend. Sinnott, always a crazy time with you. OH MY GOD not on my bed!! Typical night: "Yo, :

you wanna wake up tomorrow morning for class? Umm, naah.'' Ryan, my best friend, looks like the end
is near; I will miss having my bro around and chilling/fighting 24/7. To that one special girl, in a moment
I will never regret, somehow I know you will be hard to forget. I will miss you. Ling. I'm out. Goodbye SC

and thanks. I'l never forget. "I've missed more than 9000 shots in my career. I've lost almost 300 games.

26 times. I've been trusted to take the game-winning shot and missed. I've failed over and over and over

again in my life. And that is why I succeed." - Michael Jordan



€un mi Kim
"To be nobody-but-yourself- in a world which is doing its best,

else - means to fight the hardest battle which any human being can

-E.E. Cummings

everybody

Rickolas Lapointe
First, I would like to thank my family for giving me the opportunity to come to Stanstead College. I love

you guys. I would like to thank Mr. Rioux for being my adviser/coach for the past 3 years. I would also

like to thank Mr. Chandler for the past year and everything he did for me: it was great!!! We had a great

sports year with soccer, hockey and golf and I'll never forget the memories that we had. The Bugbee

crew: you guys are my best friends and we had great time this year. Ryan (My Roommate!!... good luck

in hockey and I hope it works out), Jesse (good luck next year with B.C), Sinnott (we had a sick two

years, and try to do good next year!! Haha), Charles (Hey Ryan..Cheezo there!!) Cheezo (I have no idea

where you went but it was fun) Ngwa (my first roommate hahathanks for showing me how to play

madden at 2 in the morning), Felix (don't hate on to many people lol). And for everybody else, you

know who u guys are. Thanks for the great times!!!!!!

Congrats Class of '09

Tania Laroche Duhamel
After six years, the usual thanks are still in order. Maman, papa: merd pour tout, c'est. pas facile mais sa

vaut la peine je vous le promets! Lifers and Ronsse: six short yet still too long years later we survived!

Webster second floor: I <3 you ladies, you fuelled my craziness. M.A & N.R blowing bubbles is my
therapy. Science boys: vous mavez empech£ de virer folle mercL.Oli c'est toi ma source de gossip!

Webster prefects and HDs, BONES PARTY! Thanks for being there it meant a lot. Marce: thx for the night

talks. Tracey: thanks for the talks and breakfast burritos; good luck for mtl and Icc! Sportswise:

undefeated in the league for both bball and rugby!!! V.D: thanks for another great season, careful with

the snappy pants! E.H: thanks for loving the game so much, you believed in me and I am forever"

thankful. In 6 years I went from the shy grade 7 French girl to who I am now. Thanks for helping me
become who I am whether I met you this year or 6 years ago on orientation day. While I will see some

of you in Ottawa next year, I wish all the grads a great future. Class of 2009, we made it! Good luck to

all! It's been long, frustrating and at times dramatic but in the end it's the good times that I will keep

with me. Finally I would like to end with lyrics from Green Day: "It's something unpredictable but in the

end it's right, I hope you had the time of your life." I am OUTTA HERE!!!!

Rume Kakpoubia
First I would like to thank my parents for giving me the opportunity to come here. I love you so much.

This year went by too fast, but it was a good one. Bball season was awesome. Even though it was one

year, I've made memories and friends that will last lifetime. Bball season, one of my best ever, it was a

great team and season. Thanks to my Asians: Eun, Yeji and Yuka -
I love you girls! Thanks for

everything. Bean baby! Too manyjokes; softball wouldn't have been the same. Kurt, you're amazing,

thanks for being there. Alfaro! I'm gonna miss those talks in English class. Tom, Luchi, Caden, thanks for

always putting up with my crazy rants. I really appreciated it. It's been such an eventful year and I'm

really going to miss the Stanstead family. Congrats to all the grads, I wish them all the luck in the future!



Chak fiol TnichaeT Cee
Thanks a lot to my friends, parents and teachers.

To: Eva, Rose, Hank and Charlie, good luck for next year and university. Applying to University of

Toronto would be a good choice =)

Jethro, Peter, Felix, Alex and Frank, enjoy your life at SC and treasure your time.

Jean^rancois Hefort

fiirohito JTlabuchi
First of all, I would like to thank everyone who made it possible for me to come here, especially my
parents. I had a great experience at Stanstead College. I'm so happy to be graduating from Stansteadl!

But I feel sad at the same time. I wanted to get out of this school all the time, but now, when I think of

the past four years, I don't have enough space to write about everything. I have enjoyed living with

people from around the world and I should thank all those friends and teachers who gave me support

throughout these past four years.

I'm never going to forget the time I spent here and all the good friends I made. I'd like to thank

especially Nelson, Michael, Yuka, Charlie, Rose, Felix, Tiffany, Alex, Frank, Jethro and Eun. You guys

gave me so many good memories. Thank you

Finally, good luck to everyone and I hope I'll see you guys somehow, somewhere, sometime in the

future!!!

First off I would like to thank my family for providing me with the opportunity to attend

the past three years, Without their encouragement and support it could surely not have
Cowen, three years has been quite the experience; good luck next year, brother. To the boys, all

long trips on the bus, through the wins and the losses, we stood together and became a family.

Bedard, keep your head up. Charette, never again... two years in almost all the same classes has

probably one of the more memorable things... me helping you and you getting the better mark.

Deguise, hockey game warm up partner, late nights studying for the chem, linear, physics, or calc tests,

eating my food and Charette freaking out. Lippi, it's been a pleasure; good luck next year. Julien Q, le lit

king d Ottawa. ''Jerry, that goal was so lucky! Jerry Special!'' Logan and Chad, having a blast in class.

Matty, Ruel, gold line-mates 08-09 hockey season... 04 its called the Jerry Lefort. Ronsse, I'm just comindjjj

to chill bro, relax... haha. I just wanted to thank everyone at Stanstead for all they have done. Van
Dyke, thanks for a memorable Grade 1 2 and turning me into a critical thinker. Rioux, three years and a

fair share of good times and a few heated discussions about the PP at 5:30 a.m.l Grenier and LaPerle,

thanks for the Rugby, zip. ..zip. .zip, 40 flutter kicks boys! Chandler for being one of the most informative

coaches a player could ask for. Thanks again for everything, Stanstead has changed my life forever!

flndreco Lippi

Almost four years done here. I have learned that in the end it all adds up and Stanstead is home for me. I

would first like to thank my mom and my dad for putting up with all my trouble (temper in sports) but as

Mr. Wolfe said I am more worth than I am trouble. Second, Mr. Simard. you helped me combine good
attitude and sports in one; Mr. Wolfe, thanks for everything; Mr. Rioux, 3 years of impressions; Mr.

Grenier, thanks for making me love the game of rugby; and Ms. Hessian, respect - you taught it.

Basketball + Rugby = hard work and determination. To all my bros: JF (I talked to you about everything),

J.R (you are my bro, will never forget it), J.H (you're the man), J.Q (the pub), O.C (you kissed me), R.B

(most competitive duo), I.W.L, H.C, C.V, FJ. C.D, L.R, N.L, M.O.D, J.C, T.C, J.P.D, M.S, and Juliet I am
going to miss you all. The hardest person to talk about is the girl I love, my brown cow. Marce, you are

not only my girlfriend but also my best friend. Being with you last year and this year has definitely

changed my life here at Stanstead. I will never forget: rugby, basketball, all-campus games, Andres count
to ten, CAIS rugby, Toronto break, Montreal break, grad. You have made Stanstead the best place on
earth for me. Lynn here we come. I love you always and I promise to always be there for you. Te amo
para siempre just you!!!! The only one who's ever known who I am, who I'm not and who I wanna be.



RitaLoukse ITlontour

yuka ITlorimoto
"Perhaps we all give the best of our hearts uncritically to those who hardly think

T.H. White

Time always slips away too quickly. I am thankful that I came back to Stanstead and that I met

here in the first place. Everything was always toojammed and time was always in high demand, but I

wouldn't change one thing. The relationships I formed with everyone are a tie that I will not forget. We
all bond over the one thing that binds us all, the fact that we attended Stanstead and graduated. This is

not a space for regrets or sadness, there are a lot of things I wish I could change but everything done

here was mine, my mistakes and my love. These past four years have been the longest and quickest

years of my life. I want everyone to know I appreciated everything that you've contributed to the

atmosphere of the school, nothing would have been the same without you. I want to say a great

thanks to Mrs. Ali, nothing would have happened without you. I want to thank my mother for giving

me the option of coming here in the first place, you're an incredible woman. I want to say I love you to

Collin, my loon, I always have and always will. Thank you to all my friends, for again holding me when
I cried, putting up with my laughter and all my useless stories and sharing meals and smiles with me.

This has been one of the places where I placed my roots the deepest, and it hasn't been the school, it

was the people. I will miss all of you for everything you gave me, and I wish and hope for the best for

everyone here.

What a year. Who thought it would go by so fast? First I'd like to thank my parents. Mom and dad, you

two always made me push myself even when the going got tough. I'll miss you next year in university.

Next someone special, Rume you're amazing. Even though we were only together for a short period of

time during the school year, it seemed like we were together for a lot longer. I'll missyou very much

next year (especially your laughs). You're the greatest. Now the friends: John, Jeff, J.F a.k.a (Jerry),

Collin, Rita, Chloe, Necola, Luciano, Julian R, Caden, Christinas, Gabby, Lindsay, Tom and Casey

,

I Jordon, Flelen, Tania and Cedar (still freaking me out). Good luck next year and never forget the great

I times we've had over the years here. Hiro (roomy), going to miss you, man. Guess if I want to see you

I I'll just have to fly to Japan, won't I. GOOD LUCK EVERYONE next year in everything you will be

I studying and don't hesitate to call and I'll do the same. This place is something that will stay with me for

I the rest of my life and so will all of you, so thanks for the good

I times. Good luck.

ie greater times, and the best of

Jonathan ITlacdougall

They say these are the best years of our life. Although this may be true, I quickly discovered that at

boarding school, the roots of education are bitter, but the fruit is sweet. Having said this, I have only

spent one year of my fife here at Stanstead College, and it was an experience to say the least. Thanks to

the dedicated staff along with the countless friends I have made here. I can honestly say, you have all

helped me accomplish or achieve something different in my life. I don't necessarily know all of you, and

I can't relate to who you are or what you've been through. However, I know that living at this school

and in this community has enabled many of us to go through many of the same routines, experiences

and caused us to have similar thoughts, opinions and emotions along this journey. Well, in the end,

nothing lasts forever, and you can't hang on. As great as it's been. I'm happy we are moving on.

Remember this, graduation isn't the end, it's a new beginning. I wish you all the best; see you all on

the cover of Time Magazine: MP, CDP, DNN, MOS you all know who you are. Some say the glass is half

empty, some say the glass is half full, we say, are you going to drink that, bro? Toast to you. I love you

Mom, Dad, Sis. "Do not go where the path may lead; go instead where there is no path and leave a

trail.'' "When the power of love overcomes the love of power, the world will know peace."- Jimi Hendrix

Kurt ITlartin



Christina Flash
Hate to be cliche but these last four years have gone by so fast it's hard to believe. It seems like just a

short time ago that I came here but I know I've changed a lot since then; we all have. I'd like to thank

my grandparents for always supporting me; I never could have done it without you guys! Rita, of

course, my friend, confidante, fort condorjunkie extraordinaire; I never would have made it through

without you. Jeff, thanks for putting up with all myyou-fool moments, you know you're looking

forward to another road trip to Kahnawake! To everyone else who has been there for me this year or

any other, you know who you are, thanks you guys; it's been great! It's hard to believe it's all over;

there were so many times where it seemed like I'd be here forever. Now that it's over though, even
though it's time to move on. I'll miss it. To all the friends and teachers who baveimpacted me, I'll never

forget it. It's impossible to truly put my time here at Stanstead into words so I won't even try but its

definitely

Goodbye

Christine Osei
"Every goodbye is the birth of a memory."
- Dutch Proverb

been life-changing,

everyone and good luck!

••

Javmie L. Page
"There seems to be a kind of order in the universe in the

Earth and the changing of the seasons. But human life is almost

asserts his own right and feelings, mistaking the motives of others.

Porter

the turning of the

takes his stance,

FFlaximilien Ptito

This year was quite different from my past two years. After coming from a military structure, this

school has given me great knowledge of managing my freedom and priorities. I'm really happy
with the friends I've made here as well as the way of living in a tight community. I've learned a

lot in all aspects of life and this is why I am so grateful. I've made mistakes this year and I thank

the people who gave me a second chance. They know who they are. After all, we fall to get

back up and that's what life is about; learning from our mistakes. I also had a great opportunity

of having patient teachers that took some time of their own to help me in my struggles, but

most of all I had the great chance of having a great, caring

and quite tolerant advisor, Mr.Van Dyke. I wish you all a good future and best wishes.

J.M.M.O.DL.V.C.D.M.O.S. O.C.J.Q.J.R.N.D.A.J.A.PM.C.M.O.

These people all know who they are and how much they matter to me.

-A person who never made a mistake never tried anything new. - Albert Einstein

_



Julien Quincou
First, I would like to thank my family, specifically for all the sacrifices they've made for me, not only this

year but for the other 1 8 years. Merci! I would like to say a big thank you to the Charette family for their

implication. Those past years were very intense and fast-paced, but I won't forget anyone. What about

my very colourful roommate, Mr Lippi, who coordinated the memorable PUB nights, or the first person

who welcomed me to Stanstead on day one, my friend, Julien Ronsse. Yeah man Chicago pour la

coupe, Julien squared broil! Luciano, for those memorable moments you know where! And Julie, it was

a pleasure being your punching bag. I want to thank all of my coaches, Mr. Elliot, Mr. Wolfe, Mr.

Simard, Mr. Rioux and Mr. Laperle. They were supportive in the good times, but more important, in the

drought or when my confidence was at its very lowest. Special thanks to my teammates who
supported me and trusted me. I have learned a lot from you guys this year. Jerry, Oli, Marco, Log,

Chad, J-P, Pompon et mes kids adores! In life, it's better take one step back tojump ahead then

struggling in the wrong way. - personal quote

Dodo, don't worry, we will take over the world one day, oh yes we will!!! MUHAHAHA

Cuciano Renda
Even though I was only at Stanstead College for a year it felt like I was here for five years. When I first

got here I did not know what to think of this place but after spending a year here I have made many

long-lasting friendships with people all over the world. I would like to thank my parents for giving me
this great opportunity. To all the friendships I made, I will never forget you guys. All the memories we
had in the basement were great. D.L, J.Q, (The Pub and yes I know where) J.R, C.D, R.K, K.M, P.R, N.G.

miss you guys a lot. I would also like to thank all the great teachers for making me enjoy school now.

Great soccer season. I'll miss those gruesome soccer practices after bad games. Don't let anyone else

take the measure of your worth and capabilities. Always stand proud in who you are!!!!

Julien Ronsse
First of I'd like to thank my parents for supporting me for the past six years that I have attended the

College and for what they have given me, as well as my brother Eric in Ottawa. This was probably the

best year of all at Stanstead. Everyone who made it fun, LV, DL, JQ, MR, OC, JPD, MR, JM, IL, JFL, DN,

CD, MOD, NL, RB, JN, JH, BS, KV, VNx2, LH, CV, FJ, MS, MC, DM, LR and all others .don't think I've

forgotten you. The sports year has been good. Football, squash and rugby were fun. Total domination.

All the stupid things I've done have made me a better person. In the years spent with this man. I've

learned a lot and I will miss you and can't forget you: LIPPI! My sports chief Logan. Jf my bigger brother

even though he was younger and all the times you helped me when I needed it. Ryan and the GSH

quotes all day long bower!. All the crazy weekends at Magog, Nicky! Jordan the big Chicago

banwagener. Quincou mon Chicago brother et Julien squared. Deguise all the late night bio study

with the tests. All the fun and games around campus that took place this year. The grad weekend

which I won't forget! The teachers I have become so close too as well. It's been real good and positive,

happy that it's done and moving on to university next year. It's going to be a whole new story.

Caden Saddleback
"Your reason and your passion are the rudder... and the sails of your seafaring soul. If either be broken,

you can but toss and drift, or else be held at a standstill in mid-seas. For reason, ruling alone, is a force

confining; and passion, unattended, is a flame that burn to its own destruction." - Kahlil Gibran



niarcdioier Sauriol
I would like to start by thanking all my family for all the sacrifices they made. It was an awesome year

that went way too fast. This year really changed who I am, and I would like to thank everyone for all

their friendships, but especially my roommate Christ. I couldn't pick any better roommate than him. I

hope that we will continue to hang out together. I also want to thank all the teafefaers who helped me
get better all year. Thank you to Mr. Chandler, Mr. Rioux and Mr. Laperle Tor everything you did and for

helping me learn from my mistakes. Next year, wherever I decide to go. I'll be a stronger athlete, but

also a way better person. Thank you to all my soccer and hockey teammates, we had an awesome year

and I wish all of you good luck wherever you go. I'm 1 00% sure you'll succeed. Finally, thank you
everyone, for every moment we had together that I won't forget for sure. I'm going to miss you all and I

wish you good luck in your future lives. I'll end it with my two favorite quotes:

I play to win, whether during practice or a real game. And I will not let anything get in the way of me
and my competitive enthusiasm to win.

I've failed over and over and over again in my life and that is why I succeed.
** Made in Quebec tbk**

michael Sinnott

Lindsay Smith
Six years, well used, is a lifetime. I know that I am both terrified and sad to be leaving a place that is

truly home to me. Coming to the end, I find myself overwhelmed with sadness. At the same time, I

know that the reason I'm sad is because of the life I saw prior to the end. Mom and Dad, thanks for

your love and support. To all my teachers, you helped shape me into who l am today. Special thanks

to Ms. Hessian for everything you do for me. I'll never be able to thank you enough, VD for being a

great coach, teacher, and friend, Mr. Wells, for the philosophical advice and LaPerle for the music. To
the best friends I could have possibly asked for, you are the worlds within me. I dbn't want to recount

our memories together because I know that in twenty years we'll still be telling them in person. Kris,

can you believe how far weve come? Helen roomie dearest, thanks for the memories. Nash, Tania,

you're great friends. Gabie, never stop smiling! Collin, John, Jeff, Kurt, you guys are great. JF, big

brother, thank you. Ling Ling you're always there when it counts. Rita Fever, don't you forget about
me. Olivia, you're an amazing teammate and an even better friend. Gabrielle Goober, thanks for

keeping me sane. Necola, I'll love you forever, don't question it. ThomasN my stupid gap student If I

know what love is, it is because of you, and that is the beginning of everything. I'll be seeing you all.

Remember, your life is an occasion. Rise to it. Until we meet again, all my loving, Lindsay

yueh Qiao "nelson" Su
"No man, for any considerable period, can wear one face to himself - and another to the multitude,

without finally getting bewildered as to which may be the true." - Nathanial Hawthorne

BUGBEE BOYS: Jesse, Ryan, Nick, Charles, Ngwa, Felix, Cheezo, In Won (I guess...)

A coward dies a thousand deaths... a soldier dies but once.

Stanstead changed my life and I am truly thankful. There are people here that I will never forget

there are those who don't matter. I came here very apprehensive, not knowing what to expect,

everything turned out for the best. PARENTAL UNIT: This has been an experience of a lifetime!

YOU! I truly believe that life shouldn't be wasted! Do what you want!



Hogan \7anasse

Kristina Wilson
The end has finally come. Six years at Stanstead College and it is my turn to leave the shelter of this

community to go and find my own place in the world. First, I would like to thank my parents and my
sisters for all of their support; I know I have not been home probably as much as wanted, but I love all

of you very much. To all of my teachers and coaches; I have learned so much from you, notjust about

math, English, science or sports, but also about life and all of the potential there is to do great things.

Finally, to all of the friends I have made throughout these years, you all know who you are; whether

you have come and gone or are still in my life, a new friend this year or a friend from 6 years ago, you

have all impacted me in one way or another and made me who I am today. There are too many

memories, inside jokes and experiences (both good and bad) to write up; hopefully they will be

remembered throughout the years to come. Yet, even if I do not remember all of those things, what I

will remember is all that you have taught me, such as how to be true to myself and others, as well as

how to have fun! This may be the conclusion of a significant chapter in our lives, yet it is only one

chapter; there is much more left to come. Every new beginning comes from some other beginnings

end - Semisonic. Congratulations, Class of 2009!

I would first like to thank all the staff, faculty and coaches that allowed me attend the school this year

and were there to support me throughout the school year. I would also like to thank my parents and

my two brothers for the sacrifices they made to make my second year at Stanstead as great as it was.

Here are some of my favourite quotes from the year. Lestoma (SP. B) Does anyone know where the

headmaster's house is? I've never been there, he's just happy to be here. (T.C) All the late night chats.

(O.C) Yo bro, where are the refs? (JF. L) Best rookie. (P.A) Fishing trips, nice block shot in Europe. (O.L)

Thanks for supplying the music on road trips and nice goal against Vermont Academy. (A.FM) Thanks

for the stories and jokes. (M.R) Europe DJ partner and putting up with me on all the hockey bus rides.

(R.B) Two in front. (C.B) Give it a touchback, and all the laughs we had. (J.M) Aicha and star war kids

and all the other laughs and there were many. (G.D) Sir, can we go to one piece dinner? (M.M) The

corner in economics. (G.A) Thanks for everything. (L.C) Yo what the ... (N.L) I almost throw up that

time. (MO.S) Sorry if I have left anyone out. There were just too many laughs, jokes and fun times to

include them all. Good luck to all graduates and I hope for the best for all of you.

Six years, gone in a flash. Mom, Dad, Elliott, Mimi: thanks for the constant love and support. The past

six years have been unforgettable and for that I thank each person I crossed paths with. This amazing

journey depended on each and every one of you. Stanstead's taught me that people can change the

course of your life in the blink of an eye. Special thanks to Mr. Rioux, Ms. Hessian, Mr. Van Dyke, Dr.

Standage, Mr. Scheib and Mr. Davies for all that they've taught me about school and life. To the lifers:

you guys are like family. I can't imagine spending six years with anyone else. I'll never forget the times

we've shared and the lessons we learned together. Kristina, my wife: no matter how down or blue' I

may be, you always put a smile on my face. Lindsay: you crack me up, roomie, thanks for the good

times! Gabby: you keep my head on straight and my ipod full! Gabie, my stats buddy: I wish you'd

come sooner, but even in these short few months you've pulled me out of my shell more than you'll

ever know. You guys have accepted me as my dorky, nerdy self, and allowed me to do the same,

hope that as we head off into the real world, we always return to each other and retell the stories

these past years. To all the rest: I couldn't ask for better companions on this crazy ride, love

Congratulations Class of 2009: in the wise words of Dave Matthews: "take what you can fre

dreams, make them as real as anything." Until we meet again - Helen, Twiggy, Foozles, Melon, Pickle.

brands Williams
"When so many are lonely as seem
- Tennessee Williams

fieleri White

to be lonely, it would be inexcusably selfish to be lonely alone."



Ryan Bedard
First of all I'd like to thank my parents for giving me this opportunity to attend Stanstead for the past

three years. You guys have been by my side my whole life and the best parents I could ever ask for! I

would also like to thank all the teachers and coaches who helped me so much throughout my time

here, especially Mr. Rioux and Mr. Laperle for devoting all the time and energy that you did into our
great hockey program. Now to my boys. Jesse, what will I do without you next year! I know ur gonna
tear it up out in I love you! Garrett, Sinnott, Charles, Matt, Ngwa, Boisse, Ronsse, Drew, Jordan, Olivier,

J.F, Logan, Tommy, and roomy Nick. So many great memories with you all I cant even name them all,

funnest group of guys I've ever met. We had so many good times, so many successful sports seasons

and great memories. HoolyAkA Juliet, you are the best woman I've ever met, thank you for being there

for me through the ups and downs. I know you had a thang for me ever since u tripped over the

bench at the first dance last year! We've been through so much together in the past 2 years, you
changed my life. Remember that time in Davis lobby when I flipped out of the chair? I love you so

much, babe. I definitely see us in the future no matter where our paths take us. I Love You! I want to

wish everyone good luck in whatever you may do, and thank you for sharing this amazing experience

with me. Hope to see you in the near future. PeaCe

Stanstead can sometimes be rough and sometimes even frustrating, yet when we reach this time of year
we realise that maybe it wasn't that bad after all. The one thing you get from going to Stanstead is

memories with your friends. After five years, I have had plenty of them, some not so great, others

wonderful. This year especially has been full of good times. In Won, I have a plan for you next year so

you don't get lapped, get some of that healthy food in you, you know what I mean. Ngwa, well just

make sure you don't lose your bank card again and, well, you owe me money. Felix, I wish I had never
heard about the 40, maybe next year you'll make another one. Jordan Wong, yes I will admit it, you did

make that ridiculous drop kick. Max, just for once admit the Chargers suck. Matt and Jordan, good times

during math class. Thank you to everyone else for making this year wonderful. For those graduating I

wish to you all the best and for those returning we will see each other next year. Thank you to all the

coaches I had this year: Mr. Chandler, Mr. Simard and Mr. G. Thank you to my advisor Mr. Elliot. Finally,

merci beaucoup Mom et Dad for everything you have done for me. My little sis, thanks for listening to

me when I needed to talk. I love all three of you very much.

Katarina Bartanusooa
First of all I would like to thank all the people who have done something for me during my stay at

Stanstead College. Coming to this school was a big goal of mine and also it was such a great time for

me. I have met lots of new people from all around the world, have made lots Of friendships which will

hopefuly last long and also have met people who are the closest to my heart. I also got an opportunity

to learn new things about the different cultures, their lifestyles and their traditions. Stanstead College was
the first school in my life where I had to play other sports than volleyball and it was rugby. It was actually

the first time in my life when I heard and saw rugby for real. Rugby isn't a common sport in Europe,

especially in Slovakia. It was such a new thing for me and I enjoyed that time. Well, this whole thing was
such a great thing for me, such a big experience for my life, and I will never forget about these three

months in my life and being an exchange student. Thank you for everything.

Ricolas Bauer

URLEY

JTlargarita flcero
Gradfr 1 1

Wow, this year has flown by! First off I'd like to thank my Dad for always having my back and pushing
me to do my best; I love you. Now to my friends, this year has been CRAZY! I wasn't really sure what to

expect from a boarding school but I have some wild memories and stories, even if I don't remember
them all. From CAIS soccer to Xotica to SINGLE LADIES. Kat my booboo, Crystaaaane, Krista, Ling, Marce,
Chaaaar, Casey, Brittany, Juliet and Flavia, you are my girls, and Ngwa, Felix, In Won and Fabrice, my
boys. You all have helped me with every mood swing by making me always laugh so hard. There are so

many memories with you all, and sadly its coming to an end with some of you, but this year has been
great and even if I don't see you a lot after this year I'll remember that you guys were the ones who
made my year at Stanstead so memorable. You are all amazing people and I'm gonna miss you so much!
Natasha, my little sister, there is way too much to say about you, but you're always making me laugh
with your random stories, I love you! Kat and Ngwa' you guys are my best friends here; I know I can trust

you with anything, I love you guys. Well, I can't believe it's over and iff hard to believe I'll never see

some of you for a really long time. But I love you all SO MUCH. Good luck with everything life gives you
and always keep a smile on your face. <3



5elix Boisse
I can't believe these two years at Stanstead went by so fast. Coming to Stanstead was by far

the best decision I've ever made. I will never forget the great times and all the friendships I ve

made. There are simply too many people to name and too many good times and inside jokes

to tell. From this year, I will remember our trashing of BCS in football and what should have

been the same thing in rugby. But most importantly, I know I will always remember the close

friendships I've made over the past two years: Ngwa (roommates! protein), Nicky B, In Won,

Anand, Fabrice, Margarita, Casey, Katherine, Fernanda, Natalie, Colleen, Charles, Nick, Ryan,

Sinnott, and everybody else I’m forgetting. To everybody who's leaving. I'll miss u all. To

everyone who's coming back, get ready for another awesome year.

flaoia Caloar Ripoli
Well, let's start this by saying thank you to the girls. Ladies, you know who you are and I don't know

what I would have done without each one of you. I've learned how it doesn't matter who you are or

where you come from, once you experience a year like mine with these girls theyjust become a part of

you forever. Thanks for all those laughs, cries, hugs, and moments, because I know the end of the year

doesn't mean anything to our group but a few kilometres of distance. Thank you to coach G, and of

course coach Van Dyke for two amazing seasons and to Mrs. Elliot and Mr. Simard for f

through this year. Mexicans, I don't think anyone has ever made as manyjokes about Gallegos as you

have these past months, but I love you all! Venidme a visitar por GaliCia pronto! Of course, my

European girls, better late than never! Really, lucky to meet you all and hopefully I will see you around!

Germany, Slovakia, Spain 2009. Especial mention to the guys, thanks for never letting me down and

for being there every single time I needed you! So right now, I still can't tell if in a few months I II be

back or not, so I just want to thank everyone for making this experience a great year of my life. Good

luck on everything to people graduating. To the others, hope to see you next year! Have a great

summer, everyone! Main lesson learned through this year: Carpe Diem.

Thomas Castle
First of all I would like to thank my parents for working hard and making this experience possible.

Along with that I would like to thank my older brother for also being there behind the scenes, my

hockey coaches Mr. Rioux and LaPerle; this year was amazing. Also all the teachers and faculty for

always helping. You guys are great. And last but not least on the thank you list I would like to thank all

of my friends on my teams, in the dorms and in school for always showing support. Now I've finished

talking about who I want to thank! I want this last part of my write up to just be quotes of friends from

this year! Jordan Moore: Scoutin for trout. Michael Sinnot: Our barns waaaaay sicker! Anthony Fyfe-

Miller: Newburgh New York PGI JF Lefort: Yo Bro. Nick Lapointe: There our hundreds but all include

swearwords!!! Just kidding love u Nick! Ryan Bedard: Huuuuuuuuli Oh and speaking of Ryan, you

know you, Garrett and Logan have been picking on me all year but that's cool. You guys always

made me laugh! (continuing) Chad Bombardier: Taieul Logan! Logan Vanasse: Oh and there s Chads

car on the left. Mrs Kasowski: Only the big dogs pee in the tall grass. Max Ruel: Yea Buuuudy, I like it

aloooot! Finishing off, I would like to take this final opportunity to thank everyone for making this

possible! Thank you and good luck.

niarc Rndre Champigny
"There are things that are known and thing that are unknown,

doors." - William Blake



I 'tan "Caa" Chen

Wow! I can't believe this year is already over. It seems yesterday when I first arrived in January.
First of all I would like to thank my parents for giving me this great opportunity and making this

possible. Grazie dawero mamma e papa vi amo tantissimo e vi voglio veramente ringraziare per questa
straordinaria opportunita che mi avete dato e Fra grazie tante per essere stata cosi forte durante questo
lungo periodo, grazie ancora! Coming to Stanstead has been one of the best choices I've ever made. I

really believe it changed me in a positive way and taught me how to be more independent and
responsible for myself. Thanks also to all my teammates in swimming and rugby. I had a lot of fun with
you guys. I would like to thank my friends Schnitzler (mann Lukas ich muss schon sagen ohne dich
haette ich den ersten monat wohl nur schlecht ueberlebtAA ), my roommate Marco (tfst le meilleur mon
gars), die DeutschenAA Vali und Vivi, Linda, Kate, Paul gotta say we really should have had more
SpitznamenAA

, los mexicanos Alfonso (el poncho), Armando, Miguel, Ptito, Anand, Caden, Felix, in

Won and Jeff (Mexico was really sick with u), the whole Habitat for Humanity trip team, the people I

had fun with at grad and all my other friends, you know who you are. I have to say I really enjoyed this

year in all its aspects with all you guys. It has really been an awesome yearc

Taylor Cote
The two years that I have been at Stanstead College have been two great years for me. This

school has changed me into a totally different person. I'm sad to say that it's my last year and
I'm off to Champlain. But there are a few thanks-yous that I would like to mention. Thanks to

those teachers who took the time and helped me when I didn't understand something. To
Phoebe for helping me get through all those hard times and always knowing what to say to

make me feel better. Marian (Bean) for helping me survive our classes together. I would also like

to thank my hockey coaches for everything that you have taught me and I will carry on with me
through my hockey career. And finally anyone else who has helped me over the two years here,

thank you. Finally I say good luck to all the grads and I wish the best to everyone.

ftungTiao fiank Chen
First of all, I have to say thanks to my parents for giving me this opportunity to come to Stanstead
College to meet and spend all the year with all of my friends, Lippi, Ryan, Charles, In Won, Collin, Jerry,

Ronsse and Luci. Three terms of sports: football, basketball and rugby. I really like the rugby season
more than the other two sports, everyone coming together as a team and cool coaches. We will never
forget what Mr. G said in practice: "Don't kick the ball to you-know-who." Also how he described Jerrys

speed. I will also remember the teacher impressions: Drew doing Mr. G, Rioux and Ronsse. Ryan too.

Collin doing Dr. Standage and finally Logan doing Kevin. Next year, I won't see those impressions any
more. I won't forget the 2008-2009 prefect group. Such a strong group who did so well in academics
and sports. We also dominated all the staff-prefect games: soccer, broomball, basketball and ultimate
Frisbee. It felt really good to see everyone wearing free dress except for the teachers. Some of my
friends are not coming back next year. I really liked the time when we had fun, practiced together,
enjoying victory. Good luck to those who are not coming back next year and I hope I will see you all

some day.

JTlatteo Cardera

"He felt that his whole life was some kind of dream,
whether they were enjoying it." - Douglas Adams

and he sometimes wondered whose it was.



sign yourself to

Gabrielle Fleming
Wow, what a year. For my first year at Stanstead, I can say that I'm pretty happy with how it turned

even though it has been nothing like I thought it would be. First off. Mom and Dad, thank you for

everything you have ever done for me and for helping me to get to where I am now in one piece. Mom,

in the end, I guess you are actually pretty cool even though you can be ridiculous sometimes and that's

why I love you. Daddy, no matter how predictable you are, I will still always laugh at your (sometimes

silly) jokes. I love you and I'll always be your little girl. Molly, my best friend since kindergarten, no matter

how different we can be, I will love you no matter what! Necola, being on teams with you for the past

two seasons has been awesome (and so have our synchronized workouts!). In Won, thank you for

making this year so much fun (especially in Cheml) and remember, cold hands, warm heart! Lukas,

you've been my best friend (since 1 o'clock) and I have no idea how I would have gotten through

anything without you, I love you. Helen and Wilson, Holy Mac I think ridiculous glasses and dollar

store trips sums it up pretty well for us. Mr. Van Dyke, I'm making a comeback next year! This year

has gone by so fast, from gong show soccer, to managing basketball, to some really ridiculous

tennis (and some mono in between). In the words of Doctor Seuss, How did it get so late so soon?

My goodness how the time has flewn. Thanks everyone! Love you all!

Casey 5ortin
"Who knows what true happiness is, not the conventional word., but the naked terror.. To the lonely

themselves, that wears a mask, the most miserable outcast hugs some memory., or some illusion." -

Joseph Conrad

flly Draue
"Live each season as it passes; breathe the air, drink the drink, taste the

the influences of each." - Henry David Thoreau

Jean Philippe Daigle

First of all, I would like to thank my parents for everything they did for me. Without them, I

wouldn't have had such a beautiful and amazing year at Stanstead College. I'm really thankful and I

appreciate everything they do for me. They are the most important people in my life, including my

brothers, for sure. They motivate me and help me in achieving everything I do. I know I will always

be able to count on them and they can count on me too. To all my friends, I wouldn't have had

such a great year without you. I hope we see each other even if we are going our separate ways.

Letourneau pi Ruel, mes best body! J'espere qu'on va se voir cette ete pi jai vraiment hate a I'annee

prochaine. On va niaiser en masse pi sa va se caller! Ruel te roux, Letourneau ta une tete doeuf pi

moi jtun nain ki cours vite I

“is



JTlarcela Gonzalez Riquelme
Uff, my second year gone PAPITOS MIL GRACIAS POR TODOI! I wanna thank all the

support but especially to Ms. Reynolds, Ms. Hessian Mr. Wolfe and Mrs. Carruthers - thank you all for

everything! MA GIRLS: Christine (Rodney GET UP!!), Margo (I stepped on the PI:A), Blackhead (r

cows?), Ngum, brownie (last year as roommates and this as BBF: Le poison, blaxicans 4E, I'm

miss u BF4E), Kath (boob bump). Char (math class), Casey, (Kraft dinner burnt!!), Sharman; well

can I say so many things together: eww he touched me, the nasty hotel for soccer CAIS and the
wrestling in rugby CAIS. I'm gonna miss u so much but I'll be seeing you in Mexico. All the people
involved in my two years here THANK YOU!! Soccer, Swimming, Rugby (so much fun)! Andres (my little

pigin), I don't even know where to start with you. I mean the end of last year (le poison) and this year,

thank you for everything - for the fights, the bad moments but especially the good moments, Toronto
(CAIS), Montreal (break), Toronto break, Canada Wonderland little woodpecker (Iv'e never laughed so
much). Really, thank you for always being there. You never gave up and that's why we are together

now. THANK YOU SO MUCH!!! I'm gonna miss you so much, but remember ALWAYS AND FOREVER no
matter where or when, you'll always be mine!! So much to look forward too (LYNN), babe you are the

best thing that has happened to me. Thank you for everything I love you and I promise you we will

always be together (keep ding dong Dora safe & LOCKED!!!) TE AMO just you!!!

Corey Hamilton
Even though I didn't want to come here at first I'd like to thank my parents for shipping me off to

boarding school anyway. During the first week I just wanted to go home. So I would also like to thank
Rita and Necola and everyone who made it bearable for the first little bit. I'd also like to thank my friends

back in Prince George, Nick, Linden, Drew, Sarah, Kelcey, for helping me stay positive and giving me'
something to look forward to this summer. Saving the best for last, Phoebe, you made this year probably

the best one of my life. Thank you for rescuing me once in a while. Weekends here blow. So after all this I

guess I'm coming back next year. Looking forward to it. Enjoy summer everyone, especially you Phoebe ;)

flnand Kantharoup
One more year of Stanstead gone like a blow of wind passing by. I wouldn't see myself in any
place than here. This place has brought the best out of me, and taught me many experiences

never learn anywhere else. All three sports have been great. I would like to thank my parents ft

being there for me. Even though we are far from each other, our heart is always connected ar,^,

love will always be as strong as ever. Thanks for all the hope and courage you give me. My teachers,

for bringing all the best out of me. And all my friends. These friends are not only friends but they are

brothers. Brothers that will never leave you alone and will always be there on your side whenever you
want them. Alfonso, all the late lights together, Felix, my favorite white boy, love playing football and
rugby with you, Dany Machette, Super Cool roommate. In Won Noodle Party , Matteo, Chris, Paul,

Armando, Tom, Luciianooo, and you know who. See you all, and wishing all of you guys a happy life

and wherever we are, whatever we do, WE ARE THE WORLD'S GREATEST!

Dany Gamache
This year has gone by so fast that I didn't have time to realize how fortunate I was being at the school. I

made a final decision by leaving my old school to come to Stanstead College and it was by far one of

my best choices ever... I have learned English in no time and made some good friends who gave me
happiness in everyday life. I also want to thank my parents for working hard by sending me to a piece

of land situated in the middle of nowhere known as Stanstead. Stanstead has brought a lot to me: love,

courage, discipline, respect that totally changed me into a better person. I also discovered tennis,

which became one of my favourite sports. Throughout the tournament, l made some good friends like

Gabi Fleming, whose house I went to after grad (and by the way it was really nice). And I can't forget

my partner Necola, a friend with whom I had a lot of fun during the year. Add now, let's finish with the

Davis noodles Master Anand. As a roommate, I found him very attractive when he sang me Thai songs
with his horrible voice or when he taught me how to make the best Thai noodles ever. I will never

forget him.



I wanna start off by saying Juliet, Charlene, Casey, Christine, Margarita, Flavia, Marce, Krista, Britt I love you

guys so much. You have made my year so memorable. Best memories ever: cuddle time, gay times,

wrestling (getting more hurt wrestling then in rugby), me and Marce fighting outside in the snow and

almost catching hypothermia, running around webby half naked, acting black but never quite being black,

WARRIOR, Juliet don't stare him in the eyes!, Mexico<3, Xotica, Margarita peeing in the sink and getting

spat in the face, Christine always having more fun laughing at her own jokes then ours, Flavia being so

freakin' tall, dead baby jokes, its as cold as Charlene's heart outside, Casey always getting in trouble, SHUT

IT!, Aardvark, Krista running all over the place, eating Subway 3 times a week, Julietjumping for Shaylyn's

earring and then ending up making a whole game out of it, hiding for a whole spare in Margaritas closet

but she never showed up, tweezing Margarita's armpits, me and Juliet complaining about rugby practice

for the whole 3 hour practice and then wishing it was soccer, MIGUEL'S WATCH , being way to

comfortable with margarita, DOOOIIEE, poking holes, putting my finger in people's butt as they walk up

the stairs, Brittany bitching during math class, the bush, FLAMBOLIA, Krista math, the temple, discovering

beautiful upstate New York, MARRRY, Casey writing my name on every piece of art throughout the school!

You all made this year unforgettable and I can't imagine what it will be like when were all separated. I'll

remember you all forever, hope we can stay all as close as we are I LOVE YOU All SO MUCH <3

In Won Lee
Mom and Dad, I love you so much. Thank you for everything. Without you, I wouldn t be the person I am

now. Eun and Jin, thanks for your uncountable sacrifices for your little brother. I promise that I'll always

do my best to be a better son and brother. This year flew by at Stanstead, my home for the past two

years. Thanks to all the teachers and my advisors (Mr. Bellas and Mr. Nesbitt). Thanks coaches. Coach

Chandler, you really took me to the next level of soccer and I appreciate every single lesson that I got from

you, whether on the field or not. Soccer season was unforgettable and CAIS was sick! Sick world cups in

spring time! Basketball season was tough but we showed what we were capable of at A&B. Rugby, we
were all brothers out there. Boys, Bauer, Ngwa (feel like watching a movie), Boisse (boy, we fight a lot),

CV, HC, AK 37%, Halikas (I was lucky to have u as roommate), Bedard (use your skills!), Lippi (fighting

24/7), Logan (so sarcastic), Collin, Sinnott, Ronsse, Cheeze (where are u?). Girls, Necola (we will dance

next time). Ling (no serious conversation with u), Charlene, Ye-ji, Eun, thank you all for past two years, you

guys really made my school life amazing and left me a lot of rich memories. New guys, Moore (PEI jokes

and Kim jokes). Matt, DF-gLMIII (talk straight). Tommy (selfish, productivity), Renda, Flavia (nice pen),

Margarita, Fleming (cold hands, cold heart? nah) I wish if I've known you guys for longer. You guys are

really the reason why this year went by so quick. This year was the best of my life so far and hopefully III

see a lot of you next year and in future.

1

Uu Jirt (CynfhicL Kinm
Wow. I still can't believe that I am writing this right now. I thought this time would never come and it

seemed so far away. Anywaysss I! First of all I would like to thank my parents for everything. I had lots

of up and downs and thank you a lot for always being there for me. I love you A LOT, mom and dad I!

You guys are the best!!. And my best friends: how can I forget you guys. Dawn and Blanche... omg I

really can't believe that we lived with each other for 4 years now!! thnks a lot for everything. Because of

you guys I could make it through all the way here and of course best memories that I had with you

two! I'll never forget you guys and I luvyou guys!! And Yeji and Eun... I don't even know how I can

thank you guys... you guys were the best Koreans I ever met in SC in all the years. I really wish you

guys good luck in your future and hope we will see each other soon. Sa rang ha neun gu al ji ??

heheh only one year to go baby!!! 6 years club!!! YEAHHHHHH :D

JTlarian Kirkman Gagnon
First of all I would like to thank my parents for sacrificing as much as they did to let me come here. Ms.

Hessian, you're the best advisor anyone could ask for. Four years with you was great! I'll miss you a lot!

Jordan, polka dots, tattoos in bio class and those really weird conversations, we'll have more next year and

thanks for being there. Phoebe and Taylor, you guys kept me calm this whole year. I wouldn't have made it

without you guys. Rume (Boo), what is the score I wonder? Yet, I don't want to know haha funniest thing I

heard this whole year, I love u man! Yeji, u better kill it in Montreal! Blanche ma femme, 2 ans ensemble,

pas pire pen toute! Chtm fort pis ma vnir te sauver lanner prochaine! 5 years, and its finally over!

everyone who made this a good five years, and to those who didnt, you made me stronger.

nks to

Catherine Leblanc



Shin XXJey (Rose) Lee
"Do not look back and grieve over the past, for it is gone, and do not be troubled about the future, for

it has yet to come. Live in the present, and make it so beautiful that it will be worth remembering."
- IDA Scott Taylor

Eight months ago, I arrived at Stanstead with my little sister Sarah, and I thought I would stay with her
all the time. Five minutes later, I could not tell you where she was. I was already with Felix having the

best time of our lives at the orientation day! After that was the opening dance. This is where I met for

the first time my boyfriend Swann and some awesome people like Massimo and Marco Deguise, the
romeos, and all the Mexicans who are not so loud finally! After the arrival, the hard work came. Over
the weeks, I became really close to Oli, the most sarcastic but funniest guy I have ever known, J-P, this

guy who told me a thousand times "J'vais te faire mall" but also "Micheeele, tu sais bien que je te

donnerais n'importe quoi, meme mes poumons," and Max Ruelle who used his highlighters more often

on me than on his sheets. And Sarah Occonor alias Sachie, probably the girl who made my laugh the
most in my entire life, even just by hearing her laugh! And in my room, Julie was always there to

remind Rose, Eva and myself to be careful with the water waste of the tap. Finally, even if I was
frustrated half of the time because of the rules and the running hours, to come to Stanstead College
was certainly one of the best decisions of my life. I made new friendships from all around the globe, I

learned discipline but I also had a lot of fun at the same time. So I just want to thank everyone for

making me live this experience with you because my first year at Stanstead would not have been the
same without youl Thank you for everything and good luck to everyone!.

yeji Lee
To start off. I'd like to thank both of my parents for giving me a great opportunity to study
wasn't for you two, I wouldn't have been able to undergo such an amazing experience. Love you so
muchl This year has definitely gone by fast! Way faster than last year! I can't believe that I already

two years here at SC. I remember Mr. Ross asked me what my favorite memory of the school is.

have to answer that it's every day life. Each day meant something special and new to me. All of

are so important that I can't pick one specific moment. Playing sports, joining a variety of clubs,

becoming a prefect. My life at SC is unforgettable. Eun, Cynthia, Jae and In Won - the ultimate Koreans!
I can't put into words how much I'll miss you! Thanks so much for everything, and we DO need to go
to Busan lol. Rume, Bean! Youre both amazing! I won't forget all the stupid jokes we used to say to

each other. Webster prefects & house directors: Bones, Bones and Bones. You guys meant so much to

me. I can't imagine myself without you guys. (Webster <3 Jeji) I'd like to say a big thank you to each
and all of you for making my life so wonderful. If it wasn't for you guys, SC wouldn't have been as fun.

Congratulations to all grads, and good luck to you all. Peace on you too (Kate)!

michele Cessard

Olioier Cetourneau
First of all, I would like to thank my dad and my whole family for giving me this opportunity to study at

Stanstead College this year. Thank you to both of the hockey coaches for an awesome season. It was
such a good experience overall. I also had chance to do stuff I never thought I would do such as

playing football (hopefully more next year) or know people from all around the globe. Matt, I hope you
enjoy techno better. Daigle, on le sait que tu coures vite mais grandi un peu. Ruel call moi pas ste plait

lah! Swann, Pietro et Miller surveillez le robot attack dans votre chambre. Swann as-tu besoin d'un
kleenex? Woman's right, Tom, and by the way the breakfast is at 7 tomorrow. Bonne chance mon
Charley a Champlain fan prochain! Ryan, believe me, that saucy rocket did hurt! Charrette, Chad,
Deguise, Quincou bonne chance boys fan prochain. Quincou je vais surveiller mon francais en parlant.

Bouloooos tu es un malade! Good luck Nicky for next year. I'm sure you'll do well over there! Sauriol on
se revoit I'an prochain! Ronsse you made it, you are graduating! I collected so many good memories I

will never forget. Thank you everyone for a great year!



Julie JTlalouin

and I've made a lot

When it comes down to it, five years at Stanstead College are really about the people that helped you

through it. I'd like to take this chance to thank a few of the people that helped me along the way. First

of all, my supporting family; we can get through anything, and this is no exception. Andreane - always

ready to have a good timel Amy - you handed me so many opportunities and gave me so much, you

guys are amazing! Jamie -
1 couldn't have made it without you. Taylor - thanks for making the time go

faster! Angela -
1 wish we could've finished together. Casey/Bean - we've been here long enough! Laura

- for all the awesome music. Rita - for swimming and support! Christina - for making Outdoor Pursuits

interesting! Hailey - my little sister!! Also, music, in general, for literally saving my life. Riding and

showing my horse!! Last but certainly not least, Corey - thank you for making this year and the time to

come so special; I can't wait for this summer -je t'aime! For anyone who touched my life, thank you. As

long as you're alive, here I am. I promise I will take you there!

Et ouai, this is the end of myjourney at Stanstead College. I want to thank my advisor, my teachers,

house directors and coaches. It was a great experience. Merci chers parents pour la chance que vous

mavez donne. Les ptits Quebecois, je vous adore et merci pour tout. Girls, I wish you another

wonderful year in Stanstead.

Wish you great life.

See you.

Charlene ITlcKinnon
Wow it has been a long 5 years. First I would like thank my parents for sending me here even though I

complained about coming back every year. And thanks. Miss Hessian, for all your help. Casey, I don't

know what I would have done if you didn't come back. I'm so happy you came back. I know that I

don't show it at all times. I just want you to know you're my best friend; I love you. Now to my friends

Cath, Casey, MARGARITTAA, Christine, Juliet (Goldilocks), Marce, Britt, Madina, Krista and Flavia thanks

for all the memories you left me with; rugby, soccer, hockey season, subway, wrestling, secret attack,

hand shakes. Amp, GAY, girl with the moustache, are those cows?, Flumbolia, Miguel watch, visor, you

could die if you get hit in the temple. Marce & Christine & Krista, I'm going to miss you girls next year

loveee you <3 Casey, cath, Margy, Britt, madi summer time gonna be sick, can't wait. Juliet & Flavia, I'll

come visit you next year Ryan, things were different but we'll still be friends. You're like my big brother.

Thanks, good luck with your hockey. In Won, hard times, good times but you were one of my good

friends. Thanks for everything, I will miss you. Ngwa, I LOVE YOU, going to miss you. Felix, hard times

this year but last year we were real good friends. Thanks, going to miss you. Thanks for everything,J'm

going to miss you all. "The difference between a successful person and others is not a lack of strength,-

not a lack of knowledge, but rather a lack in will."

Dumas JTlaugile
I'd like to thank my parents for sending me to Stanstead College,

of good friends.

Dumas

Phoebe UTiller



Jordan JTloore

Valentina Reumann
I had a great time and collected a lot of experiences here at

Thanks to all my friends I found here and especially to my lovely

resort at 12:30!

This year was a great experience that I will look back on for rest of my life. I would like to thank my
parents for everything they have done for me, especially during the injury that put me out for three

months. I love them so much and I would do anything for them. A special thanks to all the coaches and
teachers that I had over this year. They taught me lots and hopefully I became a 'better person and
player. There were so many unforgettable moments on the hockey team. Like the time we went fishing

on the bus, and the broom to the face of certain people. I will never forget winning the Stanstead

Invitational in front of a big crowd. Soccer was great. Mr. Chandler always wanted the best from each
player and I think that he got that. I don't think that you could be out of shape with Mr, Chandler but I

am not complaining. Now, to talk about some of the great friends that I made this year. First off I would
like to say that Collin is a trout. There is not enough space to talk about Logan. Played on all the same
sports teams together and really worked together in each of the sports. So many laughs and, Logan, we
all knew that you were going to win best laugh, you plug. Cali, you are DDing next time we go out
enough said. In Won Lee, so many long hours of studying and making fun of Dumas. I would like to tell

Dumas that even when he turns out the lights we can still see you! This was a great year and thanks for

coming out but only if it's on your own time.

Juliet Rnchr-Rgum Rumfor
WOW! I can't believe the year's over already! Well I'm not giving out any thank yous cuz I have another
year to go. I just wanna shout out my ladies! SEXII 6 (me, marce, cosei, frista, marge, and flavey). I love

u girls. Kat, Char, KC, and Britt, I didn't forget you girls! I love you all so much. Britt and Marge, I'll see

you ladies next year. The rest of you I'll miss you and I love you all to death! Thanks for the memories,

ladies, and keep going forth and succeed in everything you each desire. I'll always be there for you
guys, I love you a III Finally comes, ry ry, boo boo, Ryan! I love you to death, hun. I could write a whole
book on you but I have a limited space so I'll just say thanks. Thanks for the past two amazing years,

especially this last one. You're the greatest guy I've ever known and I'm happy to have met someone as

special as you. It's sad that you have to go, but I just wanna say I love you to death and good luck on
hockey - you better be in the NHL and be able to provide for poor old me in the future! FLAHA, I LOVE
YOU, HUN! Oh, and yes there were connections that first dance;) haha. Dru, Jersey lovel BEBE, DAS
WASSUP! haha JTaimel Everyone else I didn't mention, dont feel bad I just ran out of room. I love you
all. For all those returning, see you next year, for grads good luck with your futuresl LIVE EVERY DAY
IF IT WERE YOUR LAST. -Juliet aka Hoolyl

\7ioiana Reumann
Although I spentjust six months here it was a wonderful experience and I enjoyed almost
had a lot of fun and I am so thankful for all the new things I experienced and friends I found.

Thanks to all you guys for the great time here at Stanstead College, I will never forget it.



First of all I want to thank my parents for giving me the opportunity to come here. Gracias papas por

esta oportunidad y la confianza para venirme un anio, los quiero mucho y mil graciaasll. This year I met

friends that became family; I want to thank Massimo for making me laugh and having great times; also

thank you Anand, Mateo, Ptito for this great year. Gracias en especial a Alfonso el morro por saber

escuchar, y por que en todo el ano estuve mas en tu cuarto que en el mlo jaja, a Armando el Brother

por intenso (no te creas) por hacerme relr en todas las clases de ingles y mate, y por sus ganas de

tomar todo el dia, pero la verdad muchas veces valla la pena, a Josi por ser sincere y por sus consejos,

tambien por decir siempre la verdad (aun que doliera), a Cesar por no perder el estilo jaja, tambien por

ser el provinciano mas cagado (claro despues de mi), a Pietro la arana por el dla que casi nos peleamos

en el Subway, como me hiciste relr ese dla weyjaja; Chekoel fotografo por todas las veces q platicamos

de brothers.. Gracias tambien a Jeny cuhada, a Marce por las 1 000 veces q me hiciste relr en biologla,

Natalie, Fana, Fer, Ali, Dany garmilla las quiero muchlsimo Que dijiste Cos q ya te me hablas olvidado,

pues no, mil gracias por todo los momentos que tuvimos y los que tendremos, por siempre estar ahl,

eres la mejor niha que he conocido y enserio que suerte tener una novia como tu. sabes que te amo

muchlsimo. THANK YOU ALL!!

liquid Hchuachua flumfor
One year left. I wanna start by thanking my parents for all they've given me these past three years.

Everyone who has had to endure me as a roommates, thanks for your patience. Nick Bauer, I can't believe

Felix got 40, and In Won only went 1 0 yards. It's not my fault I had defence. I hate Ray Lewis and his

amazing defence. Fabrice, Juliet, Christine, screw the Westside. Hopefully next year I'll be able to overcome

it LOL. In Won and Lippi, always the Swine flu vs. the Panda epidemic. Fun bus rides two seasons in a row.

Ryan Bedard, the imitating champion. It's been a fun three years, good luck in Omaha. Sinnot, Felix, Slogan

#1 . Six layers of OMG! Thank you Nick B, In Won, Felix. My little group of pals. You guys know a lot of stuff

about me. I hope we have more great times next year. Casey and Kat, thank you for the daily compliments.

I'm gonna miss you guys. Char, thanks for inviting me to your house; I'm gonna cherish our three years.

Margo, thanks for making every convo interesting - probably the most perverted person I know. It's ok,

love you. Also for trying to cheer me up when I was real stressed; sorry for taking out my stress on you

sometimes. You better come back next year for more memories. Flavia, thanks for keeping me focused

in Math class. I hope you come back next year too. Felix, my roommate, infinite memories with you.

Thanks for being around so I can have more laughs. Bus ride experience, pictures of a sleeping Doc

during soccer season, once again THE FORTY! Stanstead College was not always the most fun but it was

always memorable. Grade 1 2 I hope is a new adventure.

Sara O'Connor
First of all, I would like to thank my parents: un gros merci, papa et maman de m'avoir donner

I'opportunite de venir etudier ici. Je sais que vous avez fait beaucoup de sacrifices et je vous en

remercie. I can't believe 3 years have passed already and only one left to go. Wowl It went by so fast... I

have so many good memories of this school. Michele alias Michie; Jtadore, on a tenement rit ensemble

cette annee... Chu vraiment contente de tavoir rencontre ma belle.. Y nous reste encore grade 1

2

ensemble., jai hate.. En passant ton sac a dos bleu te va a merveille.. ahaha J-P.. Jtaime vraiment toi. . tu

mfais toujours rire.. J ai vraiment passe du bon temps avec toi. Je sais maintenant que tu cours plus vite

qu'un ours et que tu peux te battre contre n'importe qui.. meme des arabes.. ahah ..Quincou, Chad,

Charette, Charles, Marco, j'ai eu du fun avec vous cette annee. Bonne chance pour I'annee prochalne..

J'espere qu'on va se revoir.. Je va is mennuyer de vous. Ruel et OIL. vous mfaite vrarrrieht rire vous 2 en

plus j'trouve que vous avez pas mal de talent en dance., ahah Julie, my tennis partner bonne chance

pour tout. To all the Mexicans, I'm gonna miss you guys.. I had so much fun with you ^syeac Hove

you all. We have to keep in touch. I would also like to thank everyone who helped me when I first

arrived here not knowing English at all. Congratulations to all graduates, and good luck for the years to

come.

still

ITlaximilien Ortenberq
Wow, I can't believe it's finally over. The past 2 years at Stanstead have been great. I would like to thank

my mom and dad for helping me and supporting me during my 5 years of high school. I could have

never graduated without you. Looking back on the past 2 years Stanstead has really taught me a lot

and has given me many good memories and great friends. I'll never forget my best friends at Stanstead.

Massimo le petit Italian, Ali le boss, Rolex the gangster. Cedar the big sass, Emilie la chilleuse and most

of all Colleen, the reason I survived at this school. Thank all of you for making my life better. I'll miss you

all. My favorite teachers at Stanstead were hands down Miss Campbell and Miss Byrnes because they

always had faith in me and encouraged me to do my best. Overall, Stanstead was a good

experience for me but I'm so happy it's all over. I'm finally free. Thank you all and goodbye.

JTliguel Prieto



flrmando Quintero Solaria

Brittany Sharman
When I found out I was coming to Stanstead I wasn't sure if I would like it, partly because of Charlene

McKinnon, Let's just say she disliked me since, well, as long as I can remember Also coming from Galt

didn't help matters any. But turns out Stanstead has been one of the best experiences of my life. From
the sports to all the amazing/crazy friends I have made... even Charlene. First, I would like to thank all

my teachers and especially Mr. Mac for all your help. I really appreciate it. Now For my friends: Kayhla
* Champlain&Cartier fo life., see you in Cali Gf * Juliet and C osei * Thunder 3/ Triple threat * Christine

Good luck next year.. I'm gonna miss you... especially when it's hot up in this joint. Juliet I'll see you
and your Kool Aid next year , Marce <3, Char, Margarita, Kath, *

I'll be seeing you all this summer *

Jeny * Musssiliummmm * Casey * Brittany Edwards *
I LOVE you all and thanks for all the memories.

It's been great: soccer, hockey season, boyfriends at Macs, 6 hour bus rides, creeping out Mr. Mac
*Char* & One Tree Hill., love you girls, see you next season! GAY, Math with Ms.K ma gangstajeans *

Juliet&Kath *
I'll never forget you. For all you moving on, good luck and I'll miss you.. Thanks for

everything. It's been great!

WOOWWIII! 2 years at Stanstead College. First of all, I would like to thank my family for making this

possible, for believing in me and having trust in me. Muchas Gracias Mama, Papa, Fernando, Abu por
apoyarme todo el tiempo en estos dos anos. Stanstead College has changed me completely and I

know it has been in a good way. I learned a lot of things but I also did a lot of retakes that taught me
to be more responsible, to become a man and to be independent. I want to thank the Stanstead

crowd for having given me one of the craziest and most fun years of my life, for those unforgettable

breaks and that crazy prom that will stay in our thoughts forever and for those great friendships that

came out. I want to say thank you to all these people who made this possible; to Matteo to be the

funniest German/ltalian guy; Anand the super Thai top model Hell Yeah; to Alfonso por siempre estar

ahi y apoyarme en todo (Noodle Parties inolvidables); a Miguel por siempre darme buenos consejosy
tener muy buenos valores; Josi por ser muy directo, derecho y apasioando por el futcho; Cesar por ser

muy buen brother y tener muy buenas platicas (farol); a Pietro por ser un wey muy cagado y chistoso

(Montreal inolvidabie kbrn). Y a todas las mexicanas que siempre estuvieron ahi en esos momentos
locos y divertidos. Finally, I want to finish this by saying that these two years were an experience that

changed my life forever.

It's been a great year. Certainly one that I will never forget. I would like to thank my
this year possible for me along with all my grandparents. It's been a great opportunity to step away
from the west coast. There are so many memories from the year but the best are from hockey. All

hours spent on the bus watching good movies and some not so good. Winning our home
was an amazing experience and playing in facilities like the Olympic arenas in Lake Placid. I will

forget the Europe trip. It was a trip of a lifetime for me. Probably the only time I will ever get to see
side of the globe and I am so thankful for my family pulling it together to allow me to be able to go.

Then there were the memories that were not exactly great, like getting injured in the first game of the

year. Then the memories outside of hockey. Meeting so many new people from all over the world.

Despite the less than positive memories, it was easily the most fun I have ever had in a season. It really

was an opportunity that I could not have had at home. I am looking forward to the summer and next

year and hope that it is just as good if not better than this one.

JTlaxime Ruel
Hey bodyyy, this is the irresistible Raoul. I would like to take this moment to thank my parents and my
brother for all they did for me. As you all know, I am a really beautiful person and everybody would like

to be as I am. I am cute, intelligent; you couldn't ask for more. I have everything, you know!! In other
words I am the perfect man. I am also a really really good dancer. Every girl falls at my feet when I

make my wonderful moves. What about my roommate Nelson Su? He is the most funny and beautiful

Taiwanese man I ever met. It is not a surprise that the two most beautiful and coolest students of

Stanstead College were roommates. What a wonderful year!!!

Maxime Ruel, Raoul, The Flinstone

JTlathetD Roberston



Gabriel St Pierre

Charles Vaillancourt
All good things come to an end, and this year came to an end too fast. I can’t express myself how
much I had fun with every single person at Stanstead College. First I would like to thank my parents for

teaching me the good stuff about life, for making me come to this school and for loving me as much as

they do. In the future when I will think about Stanstead I will always remember how much teachers

gave me some hard times and tons and tons of homework but there was nothing better than hitting

some people in football or rugby to work my frustrations out. I'll always remember all the friends that I

made: Ryan suuuup!!! Hope you have a great time playing hockey; love you, bud. Juliet that's wassup;

love you. Raoul: ok call moer lah. Letourneau, sort les coudes. Daigle, coup de mou. Ngwa, black

power. Felix, my ex-roommate. Fer retrasado mental. Nick: Yo bro. I will beat you. All the Bugbee guys,

it was sick being with you. For anyone not in my text, it was nice meeting you. We had a great time. I

will never have regrets about Stanstead College. I wish good luck to everybody and I hope we all keep

in touch.

Jordan Wong
Ladies and gentlemen, fellow students and teachers of Stanstead College, thank you. I came to this

school last year nervous and doubtful. This year I will be leaving this school confident and proud.

Thank you. Mom and Dad, for letting me come here. It's impossible to describe my whole

experience in 200 words, so briefly, Tom Castle one of my best friends this year, memorable times

in math class with Juliet and Sharman (haha), oh yeah and our secret handshake in front of Bean.

Dany G, hockey season and working out together was sick. Nick and Gabe, funny times in the

room. Jeff and John, sorry for always knocking on your door. Doc Standage, thanks for being a

good advisor. Collin, it was good playing hockey with you even though we were taller than 45

feet. Rugby was awesome too (kicking game) and thanks for all your advice (you know what I

mean). By far the funniest class ever was French with Mme Chartrand and you all know why. Bio

with Kopar was pretty unpredictable as well, eh Bean? As for best moment of the year, I don't

know, there were just too many, from Dumas's laugh to Mr. G's intensity. So as I leave this school

and start the rest of my life, I will always remember this place and everyone in it. Good luck to all

the grads and I'm sure we'll meet again sometime.

It's not who you are, but what you do that defines you. -Jordan W.

First of all I would like to thank my parents for forcing me to come here. The last four years were pretty

long but the beginning of this year was great until the two people who made me laugh the most had

to leave school. My friends, you know who you are for those who are leaving it was great knowing

you and remember to keep in touch, especially Charles. Merci de m'avoir fait rire pendant les deux ans

que tetais la surtout dans nos classe de francais j'attend toujours I'argent que tu me dois pour avoir pris

mes ecouteurs. Jordan, thank you too. It was great having you as my roommate this year. Dany, c'est

le fun que tu sois venu cette annee etje vas assailer de pas trop boire de RedBull. Ryan, thanks for

making me laugh, like when you got in a fight with Corriveau and always trying to find excuses with

your math homeworks. Good luck with hockey. Coburn, Cedar, Quincou, Luci and Ronsse, good luck

next year. Thanks everyone who has made my time here fun. See you next year I

like the stealthy perfume

I Ilf '

I 11/

yudTGhang ^Charlie Su
"Change comes like a little wind that ruffles the curtains at

of wildflowers hidden in the grass." - John Steinbeck



Sixyear Club

Lindsay

Smith
Ling Chiu

Kristina Wilson

Julian

Ronsse helm White

Tania Laroche Duhamel









Alexandre Clermont Spencer Delabruere Amanda Eberhardt Frederick Fleurquin Charly Natalya Gilpin

Meghan Martin David Marx Paul Miller Jasmine Namagoose

Emily Norris Malcolm Wood-Downey

Tom Boulanger

Jean-Samuel Couture



Sarah Lessard Marco Maldonado Ramirez Spencer Martin Madina Martineau Andrew Norris

Anthony Pasquale Regina Peralta Iriarte

JaeHyun Yoon

Sergio Afif Dorinj

Ana Carola Jassan Ana Karime Sierra

Joana Ugarte Duenas Abigale Vanluvender

Roberto Barroso Luque Liam Gribbon Kody Halikas Carolina Hernandez Romero



Su-Bin (Chelsea) An Michelle Baillargeon Kasey Brackett Mikael Carbonneau

Jason Cowen Maximilian P. Daniel Paulina Del Toro Zamorano Renata Diaz Barreiro Castro Zhouying Duan

Emilie Gamache Constanza Gonzalez Cobian Mitchell Goodyear

Emma Lanni

Chelsy Martin Hailey Nadeau

Anchi Bih Numfor Isabel Ortega Sampson
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Etienne ScraireChristopher SavoryNoemie PotvinNatasha PoddMaxime Picard

Saul R. Villa ArriolaMargarita Trabulse MarisealRyan SmithSean Scribner

David ZalCampbell Wolfe

Marielle Huber and Lucas Martinez, GermanyMichael Childs, South AfricaMadeleine Fry, Australia

Rebecca Miller, South Africa

Vaughan Howarth, Australia ( no photo)Sabeth Miocic, GermanyLukas Schnitzler, Germany



Antoine Airoldi Malda Alami Cesar Alvarez Arjona Pietro Antonelli Robert Baillargeon

Eastlyn Victoria Bellamy Alison Bernal de Broucker Swann Boisvert Simon-Pierre Boulos Maxinie Cadrin

»£ m '*

Constanza Carrillo Romero

1

Fernanda Delgado Alonso



Fabrice JosephTiffany HuanjColleen HamiltonDaniela GarmillaAnthony Fyfe-Miller

Jose Ignacio FernandezPaul Lessenich Linda Hertz

Francois RobergePietro RizzutoJimmy PaquetDawn Namagoose

Jeny Gloria SchoenfeldJames SavoryNatalie Rosengaus Rangel

Kayhla ViolanoJames VassilakisKimberly Theriault

Annik Williams



Gap Students!
Thank you very much for all your

help! It was much appreciated.













The Siblings

The Lees The Hamiltons The De La Brueres The Lessards

The Martins The Neumanns The Halikas's The Smiths

The Namigooses The Cowens The Williams The Baillargeons

The Larivees The Martins The Norris's The Savorys

The Millers The Su's The Numfors
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Warfrte And fibneee

Pietro Antonelli Olivier Letourneau

Roberto Barroso Peter Lin

Alison Bernal Jose Michaus
Felix Boisse Jordan Moore

Chad Bombardier Valentina Neumann
Flavia Calvar Viviana Neumann

Constanza Carrillo Ngwa Numfor
Thomas Castle Maximilien Ptito

Graham Cheezo Matthew Robertson

Taylor Cote Natalie Rosengaus
Fernanda Delgado Maxime Ruel

Jean-Hi;ippe Daigle Jeny Schoenfeld

Naim Dodo Brittany Sharman
Estefania Echeguren Lukas Schnitzler

Anthony Fyfe-Miller Charles Vaillancourt

Dany Gamache
Emilie Gamache

Badminton

Tse-Ming Chang
Duan Zhouying

Alex Lee

Spencer Martin

Etienne Scraire

Carl St-Jean

Felix Wang
Jae Yoon
David Zal

Eva Chen
Cody Halikas

Tiffany Huang
Anand Kantharoup

Rose Lee

Julie Malouin

Andrew Norris

Alfonso Alfero

Cesar Alvarez

Christopher Dossou
Maximilien Ortenberg

Miguel Prieto

Armando Quintero

Luciano Renda
Pietro Rizzuto

Chris Savory

James Savory

Jordan Wong



Swann Boisvert

Simon-Pierre Boulos

Michele Lessard

Sarah Lessard

Anthony Pasquale

Rock “Lei" Wang
Tom Boulanger

Fred Fleurquin

Emma Lanni

Marco Maldonado
Ryan Smith

Max Daniel

Anchi Numfor

Carolina Hernandez

Alexandre Clermont

Ana Carola Rodriguez

Charly Gilpin

Estefania Echeguren

Constanza Carrillo

Fernanda Delgado

Constanza Delgado

Isabel Ortega

Emily Norris

Daniella Garmilla

Jeny Schoenfeld

Joanna Ugarte

Margarita Trabulse

Karime Sierra

Natalie Rosengaus
Regina Peralta

Renata Diaz

Kayhla Violano

Margarita Acero

Marc-Andre Champigny
Paulina Del Toro

Fernanda Delgado

Renata Diaz

Estephania Echeguren

Gabrielle Fleming

Casey Fortin

Carolina Hernandez

Linda Herz

Rume Kakpovbia

Marian Kirkman-

Gagnon
Estelle Larrivee

Noemie Larivee

Catherine Leblanc

Andrew Lippi

Julie Malouin

Madina Martineau

Charlene McKinnon

Christina Nash

Sara O'Conner

Isabel Ortega

Regina Peralta

Ana Carola Rodriguez

Jeny Schoenfeld

Ana Karime Sierra

Gabriel St-Pierre

Margarita Trabulse

Joana Ugarte

Malcolm Wood-Downey
Saul Villa

H



Duke of Edinburgh

Bobby Baillargeon

Cynthia Kim

Corey Hamilton

Andrew Norris

Kurt Martin

Yeji Lee

Eun Mi Kim
Phoebe Miller

mmmmm

Amanda Eberhardt

Maximillian Daniel

Marcela Gonzalez

Hirohito Mabuchi

Natasha Podd
Anchi Bih Numfor

Juliet Numfor

Sean Scribner
Charlie Ng

Dumas Maugile

Michael Sinnott

Aly Drave



535 Broadcasting

Sergio Afif

Alex Clermont

Jason Cowen
Liam Gribbon

Chris Savory

James Savory

Sean Scribner

Campbell Wolfe

Ping Pong

Jesse Halikas

Marc-Olivier Sauriol

Fabrice Joseph

Ryan Smith

Kody Halikas

Max Ptito

Rume Kakpovbia

Sarah Lessard,

Michele Lessard

Noemie Potvin



Jazz Band

Violin Tenor Sax
Yeji Lee Gabrielie Archer

Jethro Chang
Trumpet

Flutes Cynthia Kim

Emma Lanni Liam Gribbon

Anchi Numfor David Marx
Malcolm Wood-

Downey Trombone
Jaymie Page Ngwa Numfor

Clarinets Guitar

Rita Montour Danny Fenton
Frank Lee

Peter Lin Bass
Bobby Baillargeon

Alto Sax
Chelsy Martin Piano

Dawn Namagoose Anand Kantharoup
Blanche Dussault

Dany Gamache Drums
Zhouying Duan Francois Roberge

Chris Deblois

Maxime Cadrin

Robyn Diamond
Blanche Du Sault

Mitchell Goodyear

James Vassilakis

Drama/ 1mvrov

Liam G ribbon

Francis Williams

Alybelhadj Drave

Natasha Podd

Tom McDouall



Tai OilVegetarian Cooking

Phoebe Miller

Hailey Nadeau
Colleen Hamilton

Corey Hamilton

Rita Montour

Liam Gribbon

Kristina Wilson

Culture Jamming

Christina Nash
Tania Laroche Duhamel

Kristina Wilson

Olivia Demerchant

Lindsay Smith

Helen and Collin were among four

teams representing Quebec
schools at the North American

Debating Championships in

Winnipeg, Manitoba. They earned

the spot after placing fourth out of

22 teams at the qualifying

tournament at John Rennie High

School in Montreal.

Collin De la Bruere

Spencer De La Bruere

Helen White

Malcolm Wood-Downey
Natasha Podd

Gabrielle Fleming

Felix Boisse



Community Service

JARDIN-DES-FRONTERES
Tania Laroche Duhamel
Marc-Olivier Deguise

Julien Quincou

Julien Ronsse

ROTARY BOOK. CLUB
Michael Lee

Paul Lessinich

Hirohito Mabuchi

Yuka Morimoto

Charlie Su
Nelson Su

FRONTIER ANIMAL SOCIETY
Anthony Pasquale

Chloe Duprat

Kristina Wilson

Jean-Samuel Couture

WHITE HOUSE
Bobby Baillargeon

Lindsay Smith

Necola Guerrina

NEWPORT ELEMENTARY
Ryan Bedard

Kate Bartanusova

Krista Blackned

Olivier Charette

Hank Chen
Ling Chiu

John Coburn

Matteo Cordera

Garrett Donnelly

Maddie Fry

Cedar Georgevich

Marcela Gonzalez

Nick Lapointe

Kurt Martin

Dumas Maugile

Juliet Numfor

Christine Osei

Caden Saddleback

Logan Vanasse

TUTORING
JF Lefort

MHMMHHHMMHI



£2ectJrum

Gabrielle Archer

Michelle Baillargeon

Rita-Louise Montour

Helen White

Jesse Halikas

Nick Bauer

Lindsay Smith

Kristina Wilson

Meghan Martin

Spencer De La Bruere

Paul Miller

Carolina Hernandez

Tania Laroche Duhamel
Jeffrey Cowen
In Won Lee

Ling Chiu

Kasey Brackett

Corey Hamilton

Liam Gribbon

Saul Villa

Paulina Del Toro

Charly Gilpin

Jasmine Namagoose
Julia Gilpin

Maximilian Daniel

Andrew Lippi

David Marx

Sean Scribner

Ryan Smith

Campbell Wolfe

r 1

French

r '

SAT Prep
Flavia Calvar In Won Lee

Paul Lessinich Nickolas Bauer

t J

Ngwa Numfor

Classic

Films

Jon MacDougall

Yann Paquet

Christopher

Dossou

Luciano Renda
Vaughan Howarth



Candids
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North Hatley Club, Lake Massawippi
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Alumni, old friends

reunions, stories and school

spirit! Spartans, what is

Football, soccer and "Let's

What a great day!
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Con^guf'^Q Magnets

1st Place: Alex and Frank Lee 2nd Place: Fabrice Joseph and Anthony Fyfe-Miller:

Configuring Magnets in a Linear Accelerator Effects of Sports Drinks

3rd Place: Swann Boisvert

and Pietro Antonelii

Factors Affecting Protein

Digestion

Honourable Mention

Malda Aiami

Gender Identity Versus

Short-term Memory

The girls of Colby House
organized a swimathon to raise

money to repair the hurricane-

damaged roof at Marie

Immacule in Haiti





Varsity Football

SENATOR HOWARD
CUP WINNERS

For the first time in several seasons, the Spartans

opened pre-season training with both numbers (28-man
roster) and size, featuring our biggest line in recent

memory. With only seven returning starters there were
numerous positions to be filled from within the large pool

of eager rookies.

Following a mere eight practices, the Spartans

journeyed to Lac Megantic for their 2008 season

opening fixture. The Red and White produced an
inspired team effort, resulting in an impressive 26-0

victory. The win removed any doubt that this group of

young and determined athletes could compete, and
proved to be the first step in a satisfying and rewarding

5-and-2 season.

In addition to our traditional fixtures against BCS and
Lac Megantic, this year's seven-exhibition game
schedule included a game against Ridley College, as

well as games with two regional teams from New
Hampshire. One of these teams, the Littleton

Crusaders, presented the Spartans with their toughest

challenge of the season. Following an early season,

one-sided humbling defeat to the talented Littleton

squad, the Spartans hosted the Crusaders at Philip

Field for the return match. In a hard-hitting, intense

battle, Stanstead played their best football of the season

and, with a 60-minute team effort, the Spartans

prevailed with a hard-fought 7-6 victory.

Without a doubt, however, the season highlight took

place on the artificial turf at Bishop's University Coulter

Field, where the Spartans played archrivals BCS in the

final game of the season. Boasting a 20-point cushion,

the margin of victory from an early season encounter,

the Spartans showed great determination and spirit in

defeating BCS 28-14. With the two-game sweep (48-14)

over BCS, Stanstead returned home proudly hoisting

the Senator Howard Cup for the second year in a row.

Congratulations on a successful season to all 28
players on this year's roster. I commend you for your

hard work, enthusiasm for this great game and above all

for your commitment to team.

- Coach Elliot

(Front l-r) Hank Chen, Francis Williams, Kurt Martin, Caden Saddleback, Charles Vaillancourt, Chad Bombardier, Graham
Cheezo, Felix Boisse, Jimmy Paquet, Max Ortenberg, (middle l-r) Coach Elliot, Coach Wolfe, Naim Dodo, Jose Michaus, Lukas
Schnitzler, James Vassilakis, Jon MacDougall, Julien Ronsse, Andrew Lippi, Julien Quincou, Fabrice Joseph, Olivier

Letourneau, Coach Simard, (back i-r) Saul Villa, Matthew Robertson, Alfonso Alfaro, Marc-Andre Champigny, Olivia Demerchant,

Maxime Ruel, Anand Kantharoup, Dumas Maugile, Peter Lin



Senior Boys Soccer

EJ1AC LEAGUEAND
PLAYOFFCHAMPS

The biggest question surrounding the 2008 Senior Soccer

Spartans was how the team would follow 2007's undefeated

ETIAC season and playoff championship and CAIS 14th-place

finish. The Spartans completed not only a second consecutive

undefeated ETIAC regular season and playoffs, but more

impressively, a fifth place finish at the 24-team CAIS tournament.

In what is becoming a pre-season tradition, the Spartans

ventured to Tilton Academy in New Hampshire, where they were

defeated 5-4. Tilton scored all five goals in the first half against

three Spartan second-half goals. This exciting end-to-end affair

nearly concluded in a draw as Massimo Manago's last-second

chip-shot cleanly beat the goalkeeper only to hit the cross-bar

and be cleared away.

The second pre-season game was against perennial CAIS

powerhouse St. Andrews College at St. Lawrence University in

New York. After arriving just minutes prior to kick-off following a

lengthy delay at U.S. customs because of a passport issue, the

Spartans received a 5-1 walloping.

As disappointed as we were with these losses and the number

of goals conceded, it was clear where the team needed to focus.

In ETIAC play, the Spartans raced out to a 7-win, 1-tie record

before Thanksgiving, including solid wins against old rivals BCS
(2-0) to open the season and a very convincing 5-2 victory

before a large and boisterous Homecoming crowd. Exciting wins

included a 4-3 victory over Massey-Vanier and 3-2 nail-bitter

against Galt, with the deciding goals coming late in both games,

and then a 6-1 thrashing of Massey-Vanier on the road.

A major season highlight was the CAIS tournament at Trinity

College School. The Spartans were in fine form for the entire

weekend. Wins over St. Johns Kilmarnock (8-0), Ashbury

College (2-0), Country Day School (4-1), a loss against St.

Andrews College (0-4) and finally, a win against Holy Trinity

School (3-1 )
placed the Spartans in fifth place out of 24 teams

for their best-ever record at this tournament.

Riding the positive results from CAIS, the Spartans played their

final game of the regular season with an emphatic 3-0 victory

over the Pipers. In the semi-finals, the league champion

Spartans hammered Massey-Vanier Vikings 4-0 to set up an all-

private-school championship game against BCS. What was

anticipated to be a closely fought game quickly turned into a

one-sided domination by the Spartans. The Spartans played one

of their best games of the season as they dismantled a rattled

BCS team 3-0, and in so doing captured their third straight

ETIAC championship.

The tradition of Pride, Heart, and Determination continues...

- Coach Chandler

(Front l-r) Michael Sinnott, Collin De La Bruere, Garrett Donnelly, Jesse Halikas, Coach Chandler, Logan Vanasse, Coach

Standage, Olivier Charette, Jean-Francois Lefort, Nick Lapointe, Massimo Manago, (back l-r) Jean-Philippe Daigle, Marc-Olivier

Sauriol, Thomas Castle, In Won Lee, Miguel Prieto, Ngwa Numfor, Ryan Bedard, Jordan Moore, Marc-Olivier Deguise, Nick Bauer,

Luciano Renda
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Senior Girls Soccer

Coming off last year's ETIAC League Banner, I was
definitely not looking at the 2008 edition of senior girls

soccer as a rebuilding year. We were returning seven

battle-tested veterans, including an entire defensive

unit; four solid juniors (and two precocious bantams)

were moving up; and no less than five talented walk-ons

reported to opening tryouts. This was going to be the

deepest Spartan team of my coaching career, as we
were solid 1 through 18. I sensed we were going to be

strong.

And we were. But so was Galt. Despite soundly

defeating Massey and BCS each time we faced them -

league, tournaments and playoffs - we just couldn't beat

the Pipers who were, in all honesty, the superior squad.

We finished second to the Pipers in ETIAC League play,

in the Nancy Brown Finals and ultimately in the ETIAC
Playoff Finals. And although we improved against them
(5-1 loss in first game, 2-1 loss in final game), we
couldn't quite get over the hump.
At CAIS, looking to improve upon last year's unlucky

12th place result, we went 2-1 in round-robin play to

secure a Top 8 finish for the first time in years. And
although we narrowly lost our quarter-final match 2-1 in

overtime, we won our final game to finish tied for 5th out

of 16, the second-best result ever for a Spartan team at

this national tournament.

All in ail, a very successful year statistically: 13 wins, 2

ties, 7 losses (with 5 of those losses courtesy of Galt);

stingy defence (1.2 goals allowed/game), despite

playing only three at the back; and the most potent team
offence I've ever coached (61 goals scored by 10

different players!).

Congratulations to Major S recipient Gabrielle Fleming

and MVP trophy winner Juliet Numfor (23 goals!), and
special thanks to every single player for such a

memorable year. You started out as disparate pockets

of individuals with no sense of team, but in the end you

bonded into the loudest, funniest, most ridiculous Gong
Show I've ever coached. Be pleased with your

accomplishments, and be proud of the team you
ultimately became. - Coach Van Dyke

(Front l-r) Helen White, Kristina Wilson, Lindsay Smith, Charlene McKinnon, Dawn Namagoose, Juliet Numfor,
Taylor Cote, Krista Blackned, Christine Osei, (back l-r) Coach Van Dyke, Alexia Fleury, Emily Smith, Constanza
Carrillo, Marcela Gonzalez, Margarita Acero, Anchi Numfor, Gabrielle Fleming, Brittany Sharman, Catherine Leblanc,

Kimberly Theriault.



Junior Girls
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We started the year with 7 out of 16 girls who
had never played the game, four of whom became

starters, and we had to find a goalkeeper!

Incredibly, this was not a recipe for disaster. In fact,

it was a recipe for success. Despite a shaky start in

Game 1 vs Galt and some ensuing tough practices,

we went on to successively beat or tie the three

other teams in our league during the season. This

was certainly against all odds and is a testament to

the will power of the girls on this team. Your work

ethic, your sense of teamwork, your hard practices,

your personal skill development, and, yes, your

sense of humour carried the team when the going

got tough.

We came so close to making the finals of the

league championship, but in the end, that's not

what matters most. What matters is you all had an

excellent season of team building and you gained a

sense of belonging, of being part of something.

You learned some valuable life lessons along the

way: no gaps, don't cut corners, support each

other. These experiences, including losing, will be

valuable throughout your life. It is unrealistic to

expect to win all the time and then not have to deal

with defeat. Coaches want to know what you will

do when you face adversity. I am confident that this

team now knows a little about that.

At the time you will be reading this, some of you

will have made the senior team and you will be

well-prepared. For those of you returning to junior

or moving on: be prepared to do things whole-

heartedly, it makes all the difference! Thank you

everyone for the memories. You know I don't smile

often out there on the sidelines, but I am smiling as

I write this. - Coach G.

(Front l-r) Emilie Gamache, Isabel Ortega, Emma Lanni, Chelsy Martin, Alison Bernal,

Blanche Du Sault, Natasha Rodd, Margarita Trabulse, Ana Carola Rodriguez, (back l-r)

Coach Grenier, Renata Diaz, Noemie Potvin, Kasey Brackett, Michelle Baillargeon, Flavia

Calvar, Paulina Del Toro, Hailey Nadeau.

After a championship season in 2008, the team

began the year with high expectations. We had a

solid core of returning players and some terrific

new talent, which gave me every reason to

believe we would be capable of repeating the

feat. However, our season began with much
adversity at the annual Bishop's College School

Tournament, where we lost all four games, unlike

a year prior when we had won it all! The regular

season consisted of excellent competition, for

every team was strong and capable of winning.

We ended up in third place, despite having a

record of 4 -3 -
1 . What impressed me the most

was our ability to improve as the season moved
on and especially how we won 3 of our last 4

games. In the playoffs, we defeated a good

Massey-Vanier team 2-0 to earn a berth in the

final and have a shot at repeating as champions.

With the score 1-1 after the first half it looked like

anything was possible but in the end we lost 4-1

to a simply better team from BCS. We fought

hard and should be proud of our season. - Coach

Rioux

(Front l-r): Andrew Norris, Jae Hyun Yoon, Sean Scribner, Pietro Antonelli, Coach Rioux,

Ryan Smith, Maxime Cadrin, Anthony Fyfe-Miller, James Savory, (back l-r) Sergio Afif,

Robert Baillargeon, Pietro Rizzuto, Maxime Picard, Maximilian Daniel, Swann Boisvert,

Roberto Barroso, Simon-Pierre Boulos, Jason Cowen, Cesar Alvarez, Carl St-Jean



This year, there were 14 players on the bantam
boys soccer team, including three players who
were borrowed from Coach Rioux’s junior team.

In early September, most of the boys didn't

know each other and had very little experience

regarding competitive soccer. However, 1 have
to admit that 1 was impressed to see in the first

week how most of the players wanted to do well

despite their limited skills. They really suffered

to do their laps during the practice, despite the

fact they did not work out a lot during the

summer. However, it would be an under-

statement to say that we had a difficult season.

Many of you will agree that the best motivating

factor for a team is to win a game once in a
while, and it did not happen to us this year.

However, 1 think each player on this team is a
better athlete than he was in September. 1 want

to acknowledge all the players who took this

commitment seriously and especially Chris

Savory and Alexandre Clermont who received

the Bantam S for their outstanding attitude.

- Coach Prevost

Bantam Boys Soccer

(Front l-r) Jean-Samuel Couture, Tom Boulanger, Campbell Wolfe, Spencer Martin, Chris

Savory, Kody Halikas, Anthony Pasquale, David Marx, Alexandre Clermont, (back l-r)

Anthony Mathers, Mikael Carbonneau, Coach Prevost, Etienne Scraire, Jethro Chang,
(missing) Frederick Fleurquin

antam Girls Soccer

The Bantam soccer season was definitely an

interesting one. We did not win any games, but

did not lose them all either - we tied one! When
that happened you would have thought that we
had won the Stanley Cup! The other highlight -

we scored more goals and had a better overall

record than the bantam boys!

Thirteen players is not a big number for a

soccer team, especially given that only four had

any sort of experience with the game when the

season began. Needless to say, we considered

this to be a building year and hope that all the

girls have fond memories to carry with them.

Here are our top ten memories of the season!

10. The girls' infatuation with discussions about

their undergarments in the locker room

9. Amanda making solid contact with the ball

and having it go flying all the way down the field

8. Jasmine's phenomenal drop kicks

7. Jasmine stepping outside the box with the

ball solidly in her hands

6. The practice in the TORRENTIAL rain (that

Mrs. Smith conveniently missed)

5. Meghan's mom's candy contributions after

every game
4. The smile on everyone's faces, especially

Karime's, when we tied Galt

3. Scoring more goals all season than the

bantam boys

2. Having a better overall record than the

bantam boys

1. Beating the bantam boys in post-season

play!

- Coach Smith

(Front l-r): Amanda Eberhardt, Charly Gilpin, Regina Peralta, Madina Martineau, Abigale

Vanluvender, Carolina Hernandez, Ana Karime Sierra, Emily Norris, (back l-r) Coach
Smith, Julia Gilpin, Noemie Larivee, Jasmine Namagoose, Estelle Larivee, Meghan
Martin, Coach Reynolds



As in years past, the cross-country running I

team started out with a large group of 34 1

hopefuls and finished the season with a I

dedicated and very fit group of 22 runners. This I

attrition can be attributed to strenuous daily I

workouts that included a variety of stretching, I

trail running, track work and hill workouts. I

Those team members who stuck it out all"

showed remarkable individual improvement as

evidenced by the weekly timed run through the

trails in and around Willow Lane. For many of

the runners this was their first experience in a

competitive running program, and despite

several stress injuries, it was an extremely

gratifying season for the coach and the

participants.

As a team, we entered six races and our

improved results in each race were testimony to

the hard work by all. The season culminated in

the league championship where the Stanstead

College Spartan runners surprised the other

five schools by placing second and narrowly

losing the ETIAC championship by a mere four

points. This result was even more impressive

as we competed against several schools with

teams double the size of our own.

Three team members were recognized for

their exceptional performances. Corey Hamilton

was awarded a Senior S based on several

second-place finishes and a first-place finish in

the ETIAC championship. David Zal received a

Junior S for placing in all of the ETIAC races

including a third place in the ETIAC
championship. Malcolm Wood-Downey earned

a Bantam S for his perseverance, dedication

and second-place finish in the ETIAC

championship.

Many of this years team members are eligible

to return next year, and should they choose

cross-country running as their fall term sport,

the Spartans have an excellent chance of

winning the ETIAC banner in 2009.

- Coach Ross

Cross-Country Running

(Left-right) Coach Del Toro, Constanza Gonzalez, Eva Chen, Estefania Echeguren,

Daniela Garmilla, Joana Ugarte, Lucas Martinez, Cynthia Kim, Fernanda Delgado, Rita

Montour, Yeji Lee, Michelle Lessard, Sarah Lessard, David Zal, Ling Chiu, Julie Malouin,

Corey Hamilton, Gabrielle Archer, Paul Miller, Danny Fenton, Liam Gribbon, Gonzalo

Cardenas, Malcolm Wood-Downey, Charlie Ng, Coach Ross

(Left-right) Christopher Nolet, Jeffrey Cowen, Mr Kopar, Phoebe Miller. Top righ: Ms.

Byrnes. Bottom right: Christina Nash

This year’s Outdoor Pursuits season was the

graduation season for all of the participants.

Each of them will leave Stanstead College

with an outdoor experience; for some it was
multiple years for others it was a single

experience. Highlights of this year's period

were Jeff getting stuck across a river and a

very ingenious river rescue, Chris tipping his

canoe 6 feet from shore, and horseback

riding. It was a great season and our only

regret was that the season could not proceed

into winter and spring.



Above left:

Girls Soccer Junior S:

Michelle Baillargeon,

Noemie Potvin, Flavia Calvar

Ripoli, Alison Bernal de

Broucker, Coach Grenier

Above right:

Boys Soccer Junior S:

Sergio Afif, Swgph Boisvert,

Jae.Hyun Yoon, Coach
Rioux, Ryan Smith, Pietro

Antonelli

Gabrielle

Fleming -

Sr, Girls Soccer/
1 2 goals -

Always matched

'

against the

toughest players.

Graham
Cheezeo
Football

Defensive captain -

Strong, quick,

agile, humfc

Qunicou -

,

Football!

Several Big TDs -
!

Defence always

put their best

players on him

Garrett Donnelly - Logan Vanasse - Corey

Soccer Major S & Soccer Major S Hamilton -

Bobby Moore & Bobby Moore W. <

I Trophy Trophy Trof

i Relentless A great ambassador - Prob<

I work ethic - An example to talen

Gets ball to players

who do the "fun stuff

younger players of

what a Spartan

should be

runm

ireenshielc

jliet Numfor -

jccer Major S

Merle Griffin

trophy
13 goals -

Dominant forward

Ind most feared

•layer in the league

Charles Vaillancourt -

Football Major S

& W, A. Ketchen

Trophy
Placed fear in hearts of QBs

On offence, created holes

you could drive a truck

through

Ryan Bedard

Sr. Boys Soccer .

j

Unselfishly stepped
j

in as goalie -

j

Became better and
better as the

season progressed

Jesse Halikas •

Sr. Boys Soccer

,

Versatile (

goal-scorer -

Fun to watch
Football Senior S: Coach Elliot, Maxime Ruel, Maximilien

Ortenberg, Francis Williams, Julien Ronsse
Boys Soccer Senior S: Coach Standage, Jean-Francois Lefort,

In Won Lee. Thomas Castle, Coach Chandler

Olivier

Charette

Sr. Boys Soccer I

mi
Dug da

scored

Girls Soccer Bantam S: Coach Reynolds. Boys Soccer Bantam S: Chris Savory, Cross-Country Running: Bantam S, Malcolm Wood-Downey;
Madina Martineau Alexander Clermont, Coach Prevost Junior S, David Zal; Senior S, Corey Hamilton; Coach Ross

•: •
. .

•
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Christmas Dance



Valentine's Dance



Just €at Jt

Jfs Peanut Butter

Jelh? Time*

The Gambler



Carnival
Snow Sculpture

and Snow
Activities

Snow Rugby
Snow Football

Snow Soccer

Boot Hockey

Spider Web
Sleigh Rides

Kin Ball

Sugar on Snow
Broomball

Bonfire

Tubing

Skiing

Snowboarding

Curling

Lip Sync

What more

could you ask

for?

Bobby is lending

a helping hand.

Photo ops

like these

are what
Winter

Carnival is

all about.

Looks like

Mrs. May is

unstoppable.



Ice cube shape versus melting time

SERGIO AFIF GORING & KODY HAUKAS,

1ST PLAGE, GRADE 8:

Which surface in Stanstead College

has the most bacteria?

RYAN SMITH a SAUL VILLA

1ST PLACE, GRADE 8 ;

What is the most efficient

substance to melt ice?

Students in the Junior School presented a total of 36 projects at

the annual Science Fair held Thursday, February 19. Thrills,

chills and spills!

Wood variety &
construction

Procedure]

1

Hypottiestg

Magnetic properties of

various metals

Which type of fruit

iuice ferments best?

The effect of

amperage on the

thickness of an

alum oxide

layer



Sophia: As we kissed I felt a strange flutter in my
heart.

1881!: So did I.

SOPltffl: You felt a flutter in my heart as well? How
alike we are. And yet your hair is so much shorter.

ieon Doctor, I dont believe in curses. Curses are

old wives tales.

Docs;. You're thinking of Noychka. In Noychka all

the old wives have tails. That was their curse. Ours

is altogether different.

DOCS Lenya, bolt the door. Draw
the curtains.

lenya: I can't draw curtains. I can

draw a cat or a fish...

"Fools" by Neil Simon
Director: Mrs. Elliot

Assistant Director; Darija Rabadijza

Technical Director: Mr. Prevost

Backstage Grew: John Coburn

Set Design; Daniel Daoust

Set Construction: Daniel Daoust a Mr. Prevost

Light a Sound Effects: Jeffrey Cowen

Costumes: Erica Masotto

Leort Tolchinsky

Dr. Zubritsky

Lenya Zubritsky

Sophia Zubritsky

Count Gregor Yousekevitch

, ui

. ,r Snetsky the Shepherd

Mishkin the Postman

m
Yertchna the Milkmaid

Slovitch the Butcher

The Magistrate



Song List: Only God Knows Why, House of the Rising Sun, You Found Me, Upside Down, Wish You Were

Here, I Miss You, You're Gonna Go Far Kid, Way Back Into Love, Wild World, Nothing Else Matters, Cocaine,

Blood and Fire, Society, Mad World, Lollipop, He Got Game, and Comfortably Numb.

With preformances by: Bobby, Francois, Mr Van Dyke, Mr Grenier, Max Cadrin,

Collin, Ryan Bedard, Max Ptito, Cedar, Mr Mendieta, Chris Deblois, Juliet, Anchi,

Robyn, Blanche, James and Micheal Vassilakis, Max Daniel, Light, Anand, Gabrielle

Archer, Natasha, Mitchel, Danny Fenton, Mrs Wells, Fabrice, Viviana, Valentina,

Ling, Dany Gamache,
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Cafe Cap



Marcela, Chloe, In Won, Matteo, Flavia, Gabby, Hank, Checko,

Jeff, Jose, Roberto, Ms. Byrnes, Ms. Hessian, and Mr. Wells

travelled to Puebla, Mexico, to help in the construction of two

homes.

Special Memories
-It will be a trip I'll always

remember especially the warm
welcome from the community

and realizing that one person

can truly make a difference in

somone's life. -Ms Byrnes

-My best memory was when we did

the closing ceremony and all the

people of the whole village were

there. -Matteo

-Unforgettable memories, laughter,

food, culture. It was worth it. -Inwon

-My brightest memory will be the

sound of laughter- from my students

and from the community. I am
thankful to all of them for sharing it

with me. -Ms Hessian

-The families, my friends, the children

and the work. I am joyful I helped and

blessed that they welcomed me.- Rita

-I was blown away by the love and

kindness the entire community

showed us. -Chloe

-It was humbling to see how
much love the community-in

particular the children- had to

give, despite how little they

had materially. -Mr Wells



All Campus
Results so far:

North: 39 West: 39 East: 34 South: 26



Senior Girls Basketball
ETIAC LEAGUEAND
PLAYOFF CHAMPS

SC & BCS

INVTTATDmL CHAMPS

BALLY & AAESQ

McLEOD FINALISTS

(Left to right) Coach Van Dyke, Tania Laroche Duhamel, Kristina Wilson, Margarita Acero, Rume Kakpovbia, Flavia

Calvar, Dawn Namagoose, Necola Guerrina, Juliet Numfor, Ling Chiu, Christine Osei, Krista Blackned, Gabrielle

Fleming Missing: Marian Kirkman-Gagnon

Talk about a hard act to follow! After going 25-4 the previous

year, the Spartans entered the '08-'09 season with one major

question: how would we cope with the loss of ALL THREE of

last year's starting guards, including point guard and league

MVP Andrea Dumas?
Fortunately, the answer was quite well, thanks to the best

influx of talent since the 1998 Lill/Campbell recruiting class. No

fewer than three legitimate ball players walked into opening

tryouts, and when added to our battle-tested veteran core we
suddenly looked very tall, very deep, and very dangerous.

And we were. To put it bluntly we just had too much offensive

talent for most of the teams on our schedule. Without really

having to work on it, we could score inside, we could shoot, we
could run the floor, we could pass and we could rebound. So

what, then, did we work on? Defence. And after a month of

focusing on basic help defence principles we got really good at

it, so good that it became our strength, and our signature.

The result of all this talent and commitment to defence?

Runaway victories at both the Stanstead and BCS Invitationals.

A remarkable overall record of 28-6, with three of those losses

being to powerful teams in never-before-scheduled exhibition

games organized to beef up our schedule. Silver medals at the

Montreal Tournament, the Bailly and the McLeod Provincials.

And, in the highlight of the year, the Spartans recorded their first

ever undefeated ETIAC season (10-01), leading to their fifth

League Banner and fourth Playoff Trophy in the past nine

years. What a year!

Kudos go to the team for improving their mental toughness

and work ethic throughout the year, and for winning every game
that we were supposed to (as well as a couple that we shouldn't

have); congratulations to all Senior and Major S recipients; and

special congratulations to MVP and captain Necola Guerrina.

She played consistently at an elite level, never took a day off,

never stopped improving, and never stopped loving the game of

basketball. And that doesn't just go for this season, but for her

whole career as a Spartan. Necola, thanks for a great 4 years. It

was your era. - Coach Van Dyke



Senior Boys Basketball
am

Again this year, we had a good chance at fighting for the top spot

in what looked to be a competitive senior boys league. We only

played three games before Christmas: a blowout win over a

CEGEP team, a 2-point loss to Galt in a game where we were not

ready as a team for a close end-of-game scenario, and an 8-point

loss to BCS. Early in January we were blown out by BCS, and then

at the BCS Tourney we were soundly beaten by Appleby in the

first round, but beat RRHS and WWHS to win the Consolation. Our
next five league games were losses by 1, 3, 5, 11, and 10. At the

Anderson Tourney at St. John's, we beat Gaspe and St. John's

easily, lost to QHS by 15 and to BCS by 1. We qualified for the

final, however, where we met QHS again, losing by 12. In our final

league game of the season, we most showed our potential,

beating MVR by 12. This set the stage for an anybody-can-win

playoff day. We, as #4, played BCS, a team which was undefeated

in league play and was therefore ranked #1. The score was within

5 in the last few minutes, so we had a chance to win, but

unfortunately we lost by 1 1 . In the other semi, MVR defeated Galt,

and then they went on to upset BCS in the Final. Our overall

record was 6-13, split as 5-4 in exhibition, 1-8 in league, and 0-1 in

playoffs. Not great. But we were very close in many of those

games, and needed just a little better leadership, focus, discipline,

and team play in order to come out on top. In many games, I sat

player(s) for extended periods of time hoping to get them to

understand the importance of team play, systems, positive attitude,

and team defence. This was true right up until the final game of the

season. We often did just as well playing everybody in rotation as

we did playing a starting line-up, and this was an eye-opener for

some who considered themselves stars. The other issue this

season was the point guard position. After being spoiled with

ACho for the past two seasons, we tried a number of people, but

never found someone this year who could fill that role consistently

with the leadership and confidence required. One bright spot this

season was the play of Cedar Georgevich. In his senior year,

Cedar was a rock, playing the most minutes of anyone on the

team, being aggressive around the basket, and hitting many of the

free throws his play around the basket afforded him. Other

coaches commented on his improvement as well. He was also a
positive leader who never got down on his teammates. In short,

this season was a season of what-could-have-been. If we could

have all been on the same page and pulled in the same direction,

it could have been an outstanding season. It turned out to be a

mediocre season for a pretty talented group that could have

achieved much more. - Coach Simard

(Left to right) Charlie Su, Fabrice Joseph, Felix Wang, Corey Hamilton, Alex Lee, Nicolas Bauer, Cedar Georgevich,

Jonathan MacDougall, Drew Lippi, In Won Lee, Ngwa Numfor, Max Ortenberg, Hank Chen. Missing: Lei Wang,
Coach Simard



lunior Boys Basketball

I want to thank the members of the team for a

fun season. I thank you girls for your effort

and hard work, for both your wins and for you

losses, for your character is shaped by both.

This was a team made up of eight girls and a

lot of character and memories. When I think of

you girls I will remember Kasey hugging the

other team underneath the basket -- the ref

may have thought they were fouls, but I knew

they were hugs. And speaking of fouls,

Colleen had many of them this season, four in

one quarter. Really?! Isabel was our most

improved player, an incredibly hard-working

defender and a strong leader. Alison rarely

came off the court and the energy she put into

competition could carry the team. Renata was
my biggest surprise this season, an

aggressive and fiercely competitive player,

she was also known as Barbie off the court.

Paulina was always dedicated to the team

and to the other players; she never gave less

than her best effort. Emma was a hard worker

and took one for the team when she stepped

up to wear the XXXL shorts at the BCS
tournament. Finally, our S winner and MVP
Annik, thank you for bringing your love of this

sport and dedication to every practice and

game. It was a pleasure to share this

experience with you girls, and I thank you for

that. I also want to thank you for not scoring

on our basket too many times -- four was
enough! - Coach Fullerton

(Left to right) Felix Boisse, Peter Lin, Frank Lee, Mikael Carbonneau, Sean Scribner,

Jethro Chang, David Zal, Etienne Scraire, Jose Michaus, James Savory, Chris Savory,

Coach Nesbitt, Coach Thompson, (front) James Vassilakis

lunior Girls

(Left to right) Colleen Hamilton, Alison Bernal, Paulina Del Toro, Kasey Brackett, Annik

Willians, Chelsea An, Renata Diaz, Isabel Ortega, Coach Fullerton, (front) Emma Lanni

This season was my introduction to Spartan

basketball. We were very lucky to have Mr.

Thompson come out again to coach the junior

boys basketball team. His expertise and

guidance were a great help all season long.

We started the season with a wide range of

talent and experience, and over the course of

the season it was encouraging to watch the

boys develop into a team,

ft was a season full of long bus rides, high

energy home games, and more than a few mad
runs over to Sunnyside in the snow. Our record

for the season was not the best, but we did

have a few moments of brilliance and triumph,

so I have no problem calling the season a

success. Thanks to everyone on the team for

your energy and enthusiasm. I'm looking

forward to next year already!

- Coach Nesbitt



Bantam Girls Basketball

Bantam Boys Basketball

It has been about 16 years since ! was a

bantam girl basketball player. That got me
thinking, what will you remember about Bantam
Girls Basketball this year? The bus rides with

the boys. The amazing trip to Montreal.

Margarita's pregame speeches. The funny

sideways shuffle dance. Writing on the

chalkboard at Sunnyside. All the crazy drills.

The double dribbles, the fouls and the foul

shots. Where to begin! Mostly I will remember
the excitement, playing in a gym packed with

people banging on the heaters and cheering us

on! The last second rush to score and the

pressure to get the ball and the huge cheer

when we did it, we won! We came second in

the league, an important statistic for a team that

wasn't sure if we would even have enough to

make a team in the beginning! What a great

season! Thank you, girls, for your energy! I

hope that 16 years from now, I am still as

excited about coaching as I was to coach you

this year. I will you all the best of luck!

- Ms. Hessian

This certainly wasn’t the easiest season. As a

team, there was only one returning basketball

player and a few that had never touched a

basketball in their life. However, this group of

young gentlemen were enthusiastic and
determined to improve.

This year we were the smallest team of the

league but that did not stop these mighty

Spartans. This brought out the following

highlights of the season:

Campbell: dedication to improving his ally-oop

David: going for the ball and getting 5 jump

balls in half a game
Paul: finally making his lay-up at full speed

Spencer: mimicking all the top basketball

players of the NBA
Tom: crazy defence

Marco: consistent playing ability

Alex: is he on the floor again?

Jean-Samuel: always seeming to defend one of

the biggest guys on the opposite team
- Coach May

(Left to right): Coach May, Alexandre Clermont, Marco Maldonado, David Marx,

Anthony Mathers, Campbell Wolfe, Spencer De La Bruere, Jean-Samuel Couture,

Coach Wolfe. Missing: Tom Boulanger, Paul Miller.

(Back l-r) Ms. Hessian, Margarita Trabulse, Carolina Hernandez, Jasmine Namagoose,
Charly Gilpin, Noemie Larivee, Estelle Larivee, Madina Martineau, (front) Anchi Numfor,

Chelsy Martin



This was easily the best team at this level In

many, many years and we had a good deal of

success throughout the season. This was a

young team, as is evidenced by our success, in

particular, at the bantam level. Our overall

record was 10-11-2, but was 6-1 in bantam. I

want to thank all who gave their best effort.

Everyone has different abilities and things that

they can contribute, and this is what makes a

team. It is the idea that the sum total is larger

than the sum of its individual parts. There were

moments this year when this was the case and

others where we fell short. This is also part of

what it means to be on a team. We were not

always perfect, but we usually tried hard and

there wasn't a lot of criticism of teammates.

Every player can be proud of their season and

the way the team carried itself this year. Each

one of you represented yourself and the

College with dignity. Special thanks to my co-

coach, Mr. Chandler and congratulations to S

winners Carl St-Jean and Andrew Norris. -

Coach Wells

(Front !-r) Yuka Morimoto, Sara O'Connor, Viviana Neumann, Michele Lessard, Sarah

Lessard, Valentina Neumann, Linda Hertz, Rose Lee, (rear l-r) Coach Kopar, Pietro

Rizzuto, Jose-Alfonso Alfaro, Francois Roberge, Julian Ronsse, Chris Deblois, Marc-

Andre Champigny, Michael Lee, Hirohito Mabuchi, Coach Williams. Missing: Coach

Carruthers, Chris Dossou, Marielle Huber, Lucas Martinez, Rebecca Miller, Lukas

Schnitzler

lunior Boys Hockey

What a great season it was this year for the

boys and girls senior squash! It all started in

early November when many students who were

new to the game began to learn the rules and

strategies and develop basic skills. There were

many laughs mixed in with much hard work,

which culminated in tournaments with Bishops

College School. Many of our players not only

learned to play but competed in outstanding

fashion at these tournaments and played well

on our squash ladder as well. Some players

practiced on weekends and after hours and

were totally engaged in the sport of squash. It

was great to see their level of commitment.

They also trained in the weight room and got in

great shape. Special congratulations go to Yuka
Morimoto and Julien Ronsse for winning the

squash trophies. Thank you to Mr. Kopar and

Tom McDouall for coming to help manage the

team. It was great to see you down there in the

courts with the other students. We ended the

season with a lively event. It was the faculty

invitational where our members of faculty had

the opportunity to play the students on the

team. Thank you to teachers and faculty such

as Ms. Reynolds, Mr. Wells, Mr. Foster and

Mrs. Carruthers who came out to participate in

that event. Finally, I will close with the last few

lines of the poem that was read at athletic

assembly.

Our thanks to all the Stanstead team

Youre the ones who made the dream.

And made this season loads of fun

We will miss you each, and every one.

- Coach Williams

Squash

(Front l-r) Maxime Picard, Andrew Norris, Caden Saddleback, Collin De La Bruere, Ryan
Smith, JaeHyun Yoon, Maxime Cadrine, (middle l-r) Coach Wells, Daniel Fenton, Luciano

Renda, Max Daniel, Dany Gamache, Jordan Wong, Dumas Maugil, Bobby Baillergeon,

(back ll-r) Yann Paquet, Jason Cowen, Jimmy Paquet, Spencer Martin, Carl St-Jean

I IS P——BMW



"I wouldn't say anything is impossible. I think that

everything is possible as long as you put your mind

to it and put the work and time into it.

"

- Michael Phelps

As always, the end of a school year brings about

the loss of the majority of the swim team. And like

every year the majority of the people that join are not

the most experienced swimmers. This year was no

different. But with a lot of hard work and

determination we improved a great deal. I believe

that the swimmers this year have shown the greatest

level of improvement I've ever seen. After learning of

the size of BCS's swim team, which matched our

own, and after seeing them compete at the pre-

season swim meet, I told both Mr. Foster and Mr.

Wolfe not to expect a championship banner this

year. I even told the swimmers of my serious doubts

of winning but then added that "Winning isn't

everything - wanting to win is, and the harder you

work, the harder it is to surrender."

As we progressed throughout the season, the

swimmers wanted that win and worked for it.

Normally we go into the championship meet with a

lead of approximately 300 points and end up winning

by even more. This year, we only had a 7-point lead

going into the championship. Even as the points

were being calculated, the BCS swimmers were

certain of their victory. But we ended up beating

them by over 90 points! Once again, we won the

championship. I cannot think of a better way to say

goodbye to our beloved pool then by winning the last

championship ever to be held at it. And I thank you

all for that.

I would like to thank all of the swimmers for a

wonderful season and wish everyone the best of luck

next year. Keep swimming!!! - Coach Harding

(Front left to right) Natlaie Rosengaus, Cynthia Kim, Fernanda Delgado, Julie Malouin, Joana Ugarte, Frederick

Fleurquin, Ana Karime Sierra, Anthony Pasquale, Regina Peralta, Ana Carola Rodriguez, Phoebe Miller, Blanche

DuSault, Jeny Schoenfeld, (middle left to right) Coach Harding, Coach Sathiensamrit, Yeji Lee, Constanza Carrillo,

Roberto Barroso, Kurt Martin, Chloe Duprat, Rita Montour, Miguel Prieto, Cesar Alvarez, Sergio Afif, Marcela Gonzalez,

Estefania Echeguren, Coach Foster, (rear left to right) Nelson Su, Eva Chen, Naim Dodo, Armando Quintero, Jeffrey

Cowen, Malcolm Wood-Downey, Mitchell Goodyear, Saul Villa, Anand Kantharoup, Massimo Manago, Tiffany Huang,

Eun Mi Kim. Missing: Matteo Cordera, Paul Lessenich



Winter Sports Qndids

Mr. Mac
loses a

bet...

and his

moustache



If you had the chance to see the senior boys play, you

would have noticed that we had some really talented

individual players who could skate, shoot and make
plays. But our true success came when we worked

together. This season our senior boys were a true team.

Season highlights:

- Some great hockey at the Tilton School Tournament,

with wins against the Maine Moose and Academie St.

Louis, ties with Wyoming Seminary and Boston

Advantage, and a tough and hard-fought loss against

Gilmore Academy, in part due to injuries.

- Phillips Exeter Academy Showcase, where we
played Portland Junior Pirates for the first time, beat

Holderness 6-1, and beat Wyoming Seminary 5-4 in OT.
- After Christmas, our Stantsead Invitational was very

successful, with a win over Wyoming Seminary in the

final and the second straight tournament championship.
- A Maine weekend against Hebron and Bridgton

Academy, which might have been our best games of the

season. We came out with two great wins.

- During our February break, we had a short trip to

Newmarket to play against St. Andrew's College. What
a rollercoaster of a weekend. We experienced both

ends of the spectrum with a loss and the first win

against SAC in the program's history.

- We finished the year off with a league championship,

a provincial championship at Bishop's and our

successful trip to Europe.

We couldnt have had the success this season without

everyone on this team. We showed that even with some
adversity, we could find a way to be successful. Some
season-ending injuries for Jesse Halikas and Jordan

Moore reminded me that there is more to life than

hockey, school and awards. As a team we played hard,

played smart, and played together. You should all be so

proud. - Coach LaPerle

GRAHAM NEIL

PROVINCIAL

CHAMPS

(Front l-r) Logan Vanasse, Garrett Donnelly, Jean Francois Lefort, Olivier Charette, Coach Rioux, Nickolas Lapointe,

Coach LaPerle, Chad Bombardier, Ryan Bedard, Marc-Olivier Deguise, Simon-Pierre Boulos, (rear l-r) Michael Sinnot,

Olivier Letourneau, Anthony Fyfe-Miller, Pietro Antonelli, Julien Quincou, Jordan Moore, Charles Vaillancourt,

Graham Cheezo, Swann Boisvert, Matthew Robertson, Thomas Castle, Jean-Phillipe Daigle, Marc-Olivier Sauriol.

Missing: Jesse Halikas, Maxime Ruel

EJ1AC LEAGUEAND
PLAYOFFCHAMPS

INVITATIONAL

CHAMPS

Senior Boys Hockey



Girls Hockey

The 2008-09 edition of the Lady Spartans was the

most successful in recent history. The girls won the

ETIAC regular season banner and playoff trophy for the

first time in five years, before losing a heartbreaker in

the final of the inaugural Provincial Tournament. The
team also won tournaments at Trinity College School

and Tilton, and posted an overall record of 24-15-5 with

many impressive wins against strong New England Prep

Schools. The record is all the more impressive because

the team was very young and will return 12 players for

the upcoming campaign. In order to play their 44

games, the road warriors logged thousands of

kilometres in the 21 -passenger bus, singing and

dancing their way through seven different states, as well

as Ontario and Quebec.

Prolific scorer Eastlyn Bellamy led the team offensively

with 43 goals and 20 assists, while both Kim Theriault

and Taylor Cote averaged better than a point a game
and energized the team with their tireless effort. Brittany

Sharman anchored a solid defence and led the team

with a plus-25, while adding 18 goals and 14 assists.

Team captain Lindsay Smith also enjoyed an

outstanding year, posting an exceptional 2.15 goals

against.

Thanks to all of the girls for their continued effort and

determination throughout the season. You should be

very proud of your accomplishments, as well as the fact

that you represented Stanstead with class both on and

off the ice. A very special thanks to Mr. Ross, co-coach,

bus driver and social director, whose commitment to the

program is unparalleled!

- Coach McNamara

ETIAC LEAGUEAND
PLAYOFF

TILTON & TCS

TOURNEYCHAMPS

(Front l-r) Helen White, Taylor Cote, Lindsay Smith, Emily Norris, Britanny Sharman, Charlene McKinnon, Gabrielle

Archer, (rear l-r) Coach McNamara, Kim Theriault, Hailey Nadeau, Julia Gilpin, Noemie Potvin, Sara O'Connor, Olivia

Demerchant, Eastlyn Bellamy, Michelle Baillergeon, Kayhla Violano, Abigale Vanluvender, Meghan Martin, Coach
Ross
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Girls Basketball Bantam S:

Anchi Numfor, Ms. Hessian,

Chelsy Martin

Cross-Country Skiing: Coach
Genereux, Charlie Ng

Girls Basketball Junior S:

Coach Fullerton, Annik

Williams

Boys Basketball Bantam S:

Coach May, Paul Miller

Squash: Julien Ronsse, Coach

Williams, Yuka Morimoto
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Swimming
Bantam S:

Malcolm

Wood-Downey

Swimmin Junior S: Coach
Harding, Sergio Afif Doring.

Blanche Dusault, Paul Lessenich,

Mitchell Goodyear, Coach Foster

Boys Hockey Junior and
Bantam S: Coach Wells, Andew

I Norris, Carl St-Jean, Coach

Chandler

Swimming Senior S: Miguel Prieto,

Coach Harding, Constanza Carrillo

Romero, Jeny Schoenfeld Sampson, Cesar

Alvarez Ariona Coach Foster

Boys Basketball Junior S: Coach
Thomson, James Savory, David Zal,

Coach Nesbitt

Girls Hockey Senior S: Coach Ross,

Michelle Baillargeon, Eastlyn Bellamy,

Coach McNamara

Winter
Major S

Rita-Louise

Montour -

Swimming
A determined, capable

swimmer

Lindsay Smith -

Girls Hockey

Kr goalkeepir

tship

Kim Theriault -

Girls Hockey
(Quickness, puck control,

vision, love of the game

Britanny Sharman
Girls Hockey
Fierce competitiveness

and tremendous

potential

Rume Kakpovbia -

Sr. Girls Basketball

Incredible rebound

game, unceasing effort

and positive attitude

Necola Guerrina -

Gin^asketDail

Major S and Bess

Ferguson Trophy
A true basketball nut

who has steadily

worked on improving

her game

Swimming
Major S &
Trustees' Trophy
A terrific swimmer
who is constantly

asking what he can

do to make himself

better

Chad Bombardier

& Olivier Charette -

Major S & Dawes
Trophy
Chad: A great leader and
a so

ent

bett

Chloe Duprat -

Major S &
Trustees'

Trophy
A highly adaptable 3
leader who always j
puts the team before

herself

Cedar Georgevich

Boys Basketball

Major S & Dr. E.C.

Amaron Trophy
Placed fear in hearts of

QBs -

On offence, created

holes you could drive a

truck through

Flavia Calvar -

Sr. Girls Basketball

Soft hands, incredible

vision and "ridiculous

passes"

Ryan Bedard -

Sr. Boys Hockey
A talented player who
can change the game

with one hit

JF Lefort

Sr. Boys Hoc
A hard-

smart





'Mx'ce

Yes, Europe is a place of learnin
1

West Africa's the place to be

Wait a sec -
1 thought Matteo was With Juliet and Anchi Bih

German. " —

^

Australia isdaM<allriaht

because our day is their night

Listening to stories, kids sit on the floor

With Robyn Diamond and Rita Montour

It's UN Day 2009 *
And kids have come from Stanstead and Derby Line

And Coventry, Ayers Cliff too

They want to see the funky things our College kids can do





Toronto
Niagra Falls, the CN Tower and lots

of shopping!!!!
&

Last Dances
Just a few pictures of the beach

dance and the last dance.



All Campus
and the winner is...WEST!

Final Tally; West- 94, North- 93,

Fast- 7^ Smith- fS3





Variety Show
What a great way to end off the year:

dance, music, and impressions.

I



Senior Boys Rugby

Spartan rugby nation is alive and well. With over half

the school playing rugby, we should be in great shape

for years to come. The first XV is the best of this elite

club of rugbymen. We kept a roster of 30 players this

year. It's not easy to bring together all these super-

competitive guys from various seasons. Many had not

played the game before, and most are excellent athletes

in their respective sports. This can be frustrating for

them at times as they learn the laws of the game. We
need to build from the bottom up and learn to work

together. The purpose is to make a team in the very real

sense of the word. Rugby is a tough (I believe the

toughest) game and people's true characters come out

on the turf when they are tired, battered and bruised.

There were two such games this season where

character and team play made us better players and a

better team: the game versus the French side from

Sherbooke Seminary, where we put on a clinic of how
the game should be played, and the ETIAC final where

we were leading at the half against a heavy favourite.

Character and team means: taking the hit for someone
else, passing to the outside man, going into ruck, maul

or to the deck knowing that your support is there, always

working as hard you can knowing that others are doing

the same. This game is a metaphor for life. Play hard.

Make others around you better.

I hope you boys who are moving on carry the values

of the game with them. And for those of you returning, I

hope you teach these values to the rookies. The
tradition of excellence, respect and toughness must live

on. 21 games: 14 wins, 7 losses. GMAA 7s finalists out

of 20 teams. Richmond 7s champions. ETIAC finalists.

Thanks to the leaders and award winners: Andrew

Lippi, Charles Vaillancourt, JF Lefort, Ryan Bedard and

team captain Collin De La Bruere. Your leadership and

example will not be forgotten as it lives on in the next

generation.

- Coach G & Coach Laperie

RICHMOND 7s CHAMPS

(Front l-r) Charles Vaillancourt, Hank Chen, Kurt Martin, Ryan Bedard, Collin De La Bruere, Drew Lippi, Jean-

Francois Lefort, Felix Bosse, In Won Lee, (middle l-r) Coach Grenier, Julien Ronsse, Armando Quintero, Corey

Hamilton, Nicolas Bauer, Marc-Olivier Deguise, Jean-Philippe Daigle, Marc-Olivier Sauriol, Aly Drave, Jordan Wong,

Thomas Castle, Coach LaPerle, (back l-r) Anand Kantharoup, Jeffrey Cowen, Michael Childs, Fabrice Joseph,

Miguel Prieto, Ngwa Numfor, Matteo Cordera, Olivier Charette, Massimo Manago. Missing: Graham Cheezo.



(Front l-r) Christine Osei, Tania Laroche-Duhamel, Juliet Numfor, Kristina Wilson, Olivia Demerchant, Lindsay Smith,

Gabrielle Archer, Rita Louise Montour, Chloe Duprat, Charlene McKinnon, Marcela Gonzalez, (middle l-r) Coach May,

Malda Alami, Kate Bartanusova, Madeleine Fry, Eastlyn Bellamy, Alison Bernal, Constanza Carillo, Estefania

Echeguren, Colleen Hamilton, Coach Crothers, Coach Hessian, (back l-r) Coach Hessian ,Alexia Fleury, Emily Smith,

Constanza Carrillo, Marcela Gonzalez, Margarita Acero, Gabrielle Fleming, Brittany Sharman, Catherine Leblanc,

Fernanda Delgado, Kahyla Violano, Helen White, Brittany Sharman, Jeny Schoenfeld, Natalie Rosengaus

Senior Girls Rugby

RICHMOND 7s

CHAMPS

375 words to express eight weeks of rugby, of goal-setting,

of meticulous practice, of mind-bending skills games, of

pressure situations and body-breaking contact drills and

intense competition. Eight weeks of chasing down our goals

and ultimately sitting victorious - on top of the prize we set out

sights on. 375 words to praise the accomplishment of a team

riddled with both talent and temperament, the experience of

veterans and the enthusiastic zeal of players brand-spanking-

new. We tackled more than Vikings, Pipers and purple people

and we moved more than just the ball in space. We tackled

challenges, and we moved each other. What then can we
leave you with after this undefeated, championship season that

you will forever be looking back on?

First lets bang out some descriptive words: elation,

frustration, anticipation, excitement, confusion, discipline,

undisciplined, friendship, commitment, support, doggedness,

compromise, passion, patience, aggression, strength,

enthusiasm, knowledge, ferocity, distraction, force, unrelenting,

determination and creativity, And then the other words: nimble,

zen, unflappable, finisher, tank, solid and speed kills. What
about some action words? Conceive, believe and finally,

achieve!

Now, a shout out to some peeps:

Grade 10s - All shiny and new! Absorbing and improving

rapidiy, you helped make this light of ours into a spotlight for us

all to shine in glory.

Grade 11s-- Getting it done, you took the ball and ran with it.

You added fuel to this inspiring fire!

Grade 12s - Thanks for the van trips, the leadership, the

sense of place and being the spirit that is the spark that lights

the flame in the first place.

Casey: Thanks for the drop-kicking lessons.

SMAY: Thanks for the games, 360 attack, blob-tag, hotbox

feet etc

EH- Thanks for the trips around the barn.

If you are moving on this is not the beginning of the end, it is

the beginning of the beginning. If you are returning to us, set

your sights high. Ready to go, see you there, can't wait.

Lastly folks, remember what it felt like, looked like and even

smelled like. Remember being proud of each other, standing

up for each other being there for each other. Remember this.

Spartans: EVERY DAY is a rugby day. Just go forward, all the

time, never take a backwards step. - Ms. Hessian

ET1AC LEAGUE

& PLAYOEOF



Junior Girls Rugby

(Front l-r) Kim Theriault, Natasha Podd, Chelsy Martin, Emma Lanni, Anchi Numfor, Blanche Du Sault, Cynthia Kim,

Phoebe Miller, Dawn Namagoose, Hailey Nadeau, Joana Ugarte, (middle l-r) Coach Byrnes, Emily Norris, Margarita

Trabulse, Meghan Martin, Madina Martineau, Michelle Baillargeon, Kasey Brackett, Paulina Del Toro, Ana Carola

Rodriguez, Carolina Hernandez, Coach Fullerton, (back l-r) Regina Peralta, Renata Diaz, Jasmine Namagoose,

Charly Gilpin, Sarah Lessard, Julia Gilpin, Ana Karime Sierra, Isabel Ortega

Junior girls rugby had a very exciting season this year.

We had 30 girls try out for the team - it shows courage

and strength to push yourself to try a new sport,

especially one in which you have to work as a team to

succeed. Even those of you who were unable to play

with contact showed great enthusiasm in cheering on

your teammates. We hope you will fondly remember:

singing really loudly, catching and passing the ball,

rucking, losing and finding socks and mouth guards,

bubble-wrapped casts, make-up and mud, avoiding goal

posts, tackling, McDonald's, injury dances, 7's (GMAAA
and ETIAC), and of course, our cheer! Congratulations

on working together as ONE and having an undefeated

ETIAC season! TEAM: Together Everyone Achieves

More! We hope that you all had fun and enjoyed the

game. I wish you all good luck next year!

Go Spartans!

- Coach Byrnes

RICHMOND 7s CHAMPS
UNDEFEATED IN ETIAC



lunfor Boys Rugby

(Front l-r) Charlie Ng, Chris Savory, James Savory, Jason Cowen, Andrew Norris, Jay Hyun Yoon, Max Daniel,

Anthony Pasquale, Frederick Fleurquin, Malcolm Wood Downey, (middle l-r) Coach McDouall, David Marx, Spencer

De La Bruere, Lei Wang, Roberto Barroso, David Zal, James Vassilakis, Robyn Diamond, Jose Michaus, Saul Villa,

Coach Standage, (back l-r) Liam Gribbon, Kody Halikas, Carl St-Jean, Sergio Afif, Marco Maldonado, Cesar Alvarez.

Missing: Mickael Carbonneau, Pietro Rizzuto, Coach Murphy

RICHMOND 7s CHAMPS

It was an extremely enjoyable and productive season for

the junior/Bantam boys rugby squad this spring.

Although we had an overall losing season (7 wins, 9

losses), this group played some excellent rugby, holding

their own against significantly bigger teams.

The junior team retained the Richmond 7s tournament

trophy following an earlier creditable showing at the

Concordia 7s tournament in Montreal. The bantam team

climbed a steep learning curve very rapidly, winning two

games against local rivals BCS very handily indeed.

Congratulations are in order for Jae Yoon, Roberto

Barrosso, Sergio Afif and James Savory for their Junior

S awards, as well as for Chris Savory and David Marx

for their Bantam S awards.

Overall, a solid foundation has been built, and I look

forward to coaching many of the same, now
experienced players next year.

- Coach Standage



A special thanks to all the players on the recreational team

and to Madame Chartrand for participating in the great sport

of tennis. As well, thanks to those who stepped up and

helped fill in for the competing team in tournaments this

season. The tennis term had many highlights and successes

this year. Necola Geurrina moved up from seventh place to

win the Tennis Shield and a Senior S. Her improvement and

achievement were outstanding. Jesse Halikas in turn stepped

it up to win against Cedar Georgevitch in a highly competitive

match in the finals to win the boys' Shield match and a Senior

S. Our team placed second of four in the ETIAC
championships and should be very proud, since that is where

we won the most individual medals. Annik Williams and Yuka

Morimoto won gold in the girls doubles, while Julie Malouin

and Sara O'Connor took the silver. Cedar Georgevich and

Swann Boisvert won the gold medal in the boys doubles and

Alfonso Alfaro and Gabrielle Fleming won silver in the mixed

doubles. Congratulations and thanks to all players for a

wonderful and engaging season.

Thanks for a great season — and to all - all the best

As you faced the challenges and passed the test.

- Coach Williams

(Front l-r) Julie Malouin, Viviana Neumann, Yuka Morimoto, Sara O'Connor, Annik Wiliams, Necola

Guerrina, Gabrielle Fleming, Valentina Neumann, (back l-r) Coach Sathiensamrit, Flavia Calvar, Chris

Dossou, Francis Williams, Olivier Letourneau, Swann Boisvert, Jesse Halikas, Cedar Georgevich, Dany

Gamache, Anthony Fyfe-Miller, Paul Lessenich, Coach Williams. Missing: Coach Chartrand.

Golf

(Left-right) Marc-Olivier Sauriol, Robert Baillargeon, Chris Deblois, Max Cadrin, Nickolas

Lapointe, Pietro Antonelli, Spencer Martin, Jon McDougal, Ryan Smith, Sean Scribner,

Chad Bombardier, Logan Vanasse, Garrett Donnelly, Max Ruel, Jordan Moore, Simon-

Pierre Boulos, Matthew Robertson. Missing: Coach Smith, Coach Nesbitt.

ETIAC LEAGUE &
PLAYOEFCHAMPS

The golf team had an incredibly successful

season winning every tournament, including a

pre-season event in Caughnawaga. The

second tournament of the year was the SC
Invitational held at our home course, Dufferin

Heights. This time, two teams of four

represented the school. Again, the SC teams

fared well, finishing in the top two team spots.

The third tournament of the year saw the event

shortened as the course became unplayable

due to rain, making the medal competition a 9-

hole event. SC prevailed once again, however,

winning the top two spots. The final two events

of the season were hosted by BCS at Orford

and the finals hosted by Galt at Milby. As

expected, SC dominated both events and

ended up with a solid victory in the league

championship. Although the scores do not

indicate such, there was some very strong

competition around the league, but the depth of

the Stanstead team was unbeatable.

Congratulations to all the golfers for surviving a

wet and rainy season; you showed character

and grit for all your soggy hours on the course.

Congratulations also to Senior S winners Logan

Vanasse and Jon MacDougal, and to Jordan

Moore, the recipient of not only a Senior S but

also the Golf Shield, for the lowest overall

average in the team competition. - Coach Smith



Another great softball season, although we were off to

a slow start with only three returning veterans and eight

players registered the first few days. Our ranks grew

quickly and advantageously and along with the usual

strong performance of veterans like Michael "Mick" Lee

and with the arrival of some strong players like Max
Ptito, Marc-Andre Champigny, Paul Miller, Taylor Cote

and a really big hitter, Julien Quincou, we had some
competitive and exciting games. The final championship

game was perhaps the most exciting of the season, with

much at stake. The Expos, ably captained by Mitchell

Goodyear and Luciano Renda, had led in games won

through the season and went up against the second-

place team Athletics, led by Felix Wang and Hirohito

Mabuchi. They fought it out to the sixth inning with an

eventual win for the Athletics by one run. The game
included some spectacular plays including a triple play

by Felix Wang and Julien Quincou of the Athletics.

Thanks also to our other two team captains: Christina

Nash and Yeji Lee of the Royals and for the Blue Jays,

Taylor Cote and Marian Kirkman-Gagnon.

Felix Wang is again our homerun champ with 18

homeruns. In second place Taylor Cote with 11, and

Marc-Andre Champigny in third place with 9 home runs.

He was closely followed by David Zal with 8.

Our male MVP of 2009 is Hirohito Mabuchi. He leaves

us now after four years. This year was his strongest in

terms of both play and leadership. He was a supportive

and spirited team player, a reliable co-captain and a

strong presence. We will miss him. Our female MVP is

Taylor Cote. She is an outstandingly talented player

who is a great competitor, a strong, dependable team

captain and a model for our female players. She is also

in second place for the most homeruns.

It isn't possible to mention everyone, so thank you all

for an enjoyable and exciting softball season and great

sportsmanship.

- Coach Gittens

Tom Belanger

Marc A. Champigny
Taylor Cote

J.S Couture

Emilie Gamache
Mitchell Goodyear

Liam Gribbon

Tiffany Huang
Rume Kakpovbia

Eun Mi Kim

Marian Kirkman-Gagnon

Estelle Larrivee

Noemie Larrivee

Frank Lee

Michael Lee

Yegi Lee

Peter Lin

Dumas Maugile

Paul Miller

Hirohito Mabuchi

Christina Nash
Julien Quincou

Luciano Renda
Francois Roberge

Caden Saddleback

Abigale Vanluvender

Max Ptito

Felix Wang
Campbell Wolfe

David Zal

Tse Ming Zhang
Duan Zhoujong



Donald A. Ross Cup -

Boys Rugby -

Collin De La Bruere
A fearless player and a class

act ail the way

Charlene Mckinnon
Sr. Girls Rugby

A workhorse, constantly

trying to improve
ET1A.C
SENIOR

’

GIRLS

,

RUGBY
|Q°8-Q9*d Roger Marino Cup -

Girls Rugby -

Lindsay Smith
Unrlelenting athlete,

proud Spartan, and leader

Olivia Demerchant
Passion, commitment,

determination, ability

Christine Osei

Sr. Girls Rugby
Intensity, ability to set

up plays, vision

Jean-Francois Lefort

Sr. Boys Rugby
Impact as a defender and

tremendous speed

Vaillancourt -

Sr. Boys Rugby
Athleticism, strength

and try-scoring ability

Ryan Bedard -

Sr. Boys Rugby
Tough, fierce and smart

Jordan Moore -

Golf Shield

Injury didn't stop him

from participating and
succeeding

Girls Rugby Junior and Bantam S: Coach Byrnes, Anchi

Numfor, Chelsea Martin, Blanche Du Sault, Julia Gilpin,

Coach Fullerton

Boys Rugby Junior S: Coach Harding, Sergio Afif Doring,

Tom Coach Tom McDouall, James Savory, Roberto Bo,'

Mitchell Goodyear, Coach Foster:

Logan Vanasse -

Golf
Positive attitude and
passion for the game

Jonathan

McDougall -

Golf
Winner of three

tournaments

Jesse Halikus

Tennis Shield

A patient player witt

great ability

Boys Rugby Bantam S: Coach Standage, Chris Savory. Coach
Murphy, Coach Tom McDouall Missing: David Marx

Softball MVPs: Taylor Cote, Coach Gittpns, Hirohito Mabuchi

Necola Guerrina -

Tennis Shield

Rebounded back from

seventh place to first

Drew Lippi -

Sr. Boys Rugby
Hard work, self-control

and growing leadership

All-Campus Winners 2008-2009: West. After a tie with North

in April, West wins by a single point at the end of the May
contest. Pictured are captains Ryan Smith, Jesse Halikas,

Commissioner Chandler, Olivia Demerchant and Natasha

Podd

Assembly
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Q In January 2009, after both engines fail

due to ingesting birds, US Airways Flight

1549 ditches in New York's Hudson

River. All 1 55 passengers and crew

members are saved, thanks to the skill

and courage of pilot Chesley B. “Sully”

Sullenberger.

LAcadien II capsizes

Sealers drown'
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GARY HERSHORN/Reuters/Landov
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DANGE

Michael McCain, President and CEO of

Maple Leaf Foods launched a massive

recall of his company's products which may
be linked to the deadly bacterium Listeria

Monocytogenes (Listeriosis). Twenty-

six deaths and another 29 suspected

cases across Canada are assumed to be

associated with the outbreak.

Dear Customers

All recalled Maple Leafproducts
have been removed from our

Deli Counter.

OTA. I -MO-442-2342
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A 40-year-old man is charged after

a young man was stabbed and

decapitated on a Greyhound bus

on route to Winnipeg.

Riots break out in Athens, Greece and

quickly spread across the country and

Baltic States after a student is killed by

Police.
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CP Press/Alexander Panetta

Moscow International Conference on

Ensuring Delivery of Russian Gas
Supplies to Consumers in Europe

miom
POLICE

AP Photo/Atlanta Journal Constitution, Curtis Compton
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Support Our

Canadian Soldiers
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Barack Obama makes history as

the first African-American to win the

presidency of the United States.

The former Illinois senator promises

an era of change that captures the

imagination of the world.

Electoral Votes

Z'COtM

New York Times

Arizona senator, John McCain,

wins the Republican nomination

for president and names Alaska

Governor, Sarah Palin as his running

mate. Palin is the Party’s first female

nominee for vice president.



In January 2009, president-elect Obama
(

attends the ultimate power lunch in the White

House, meeting and getting advice from

President Bush as well as former Presidents

George H. W. Bush, Bill Clinton and Jimmy Carter.

KEVIN LAMARQUE/Reuters/Landov
REUTERS/Landov

Gov. Gen. Michaelle

Jean grants Prime

Minister Harper's

request to suspend

(prorogue) Parliament.

NDP leader Jack Layton,

Liberal leader Stephane

Dion and Bloc leader Gilles

Duceppe sign a coalition in an

effort to replace the minority

Conservative government.

After an unprecedented constitutional drama, a federal election is called and on

November 14, 2008 Stephen Harper secures a second minority government.

59.1% of Canadians voted

in the Federal Election, the

lowest since 2004. Only

56.5% of voters cast ballots

in Quebec’s provincial

election.

Foreign Affairs Minister

Maxime Bernier resigns

over a security breach

involving classified

NATO documents left

at the home of former

Michael Ignatieff replaces

Stephane Dion as federal

leader of the Liberal Party.
Barack Obama follows a

presidential tradition and

heads to Canada for his

Jean Charest becomes the

first Quebec premier in more

than half a century to win girlfriend, Julie Couillard. first international visit.

three consecutive mandates.



Financial markets around the

world plummet and contribute

to. the greatest economic crisis

since the Great Depression.

Photo by Larry W. Smith/Getty

MURPHY MA
(403) 819-2738

RE*mc 6
Real Estate (Mountain Viei

The big three' automakers, GM, Ford and

Chrysler request and are eventually offered

a bailout package of over $1 7 billion from

the U.S. and $4 billion from Canada.
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AP/Marcio Jose Sanchez

Many retailers are forced to file for

bankruptcy or go out of business. The

number of consumer bankruptcies in

Canada soared 50.6% from a year

earlier. While bankruptcies were filed

across the nation, Alberta was among the

highest with a 106% increase in filings.

CIRCUIT
CITY

In October, the loonie falls to

77.26 U.S.; it’s lowest since

September, 2004.

Unemployment rate bits 26-year high in January 2009

CP Press/Nathan Denette
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CP Press/St. Catherines Standard

Finance Minister Jim

Flaherty presented a

spending blueprint that

projects almost $85

billion in deficits by 2013:

Canada's first deficit in

11 years.

Due to high rates of unemployment

and overall hard economic times,

sociologists report that families are

spending more time at home, resulting

in an increased quality of family life.

Canadian food prices rose 7.4% in

November: the largest hike since 1 986.
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Tight money and high gas prices

push auto manufacturers to

investigate super fuel-efficient

and electric cars. The Chevrolet

Volt is an early contender and

the tiny “Smart” car is already on

Canadian roads.

o

SharingCar

© Transtock/Corbis

K. Mcl_aughlm@autoshare.com

Car sharing companies across Canada are becoming a popular

choice for environmentally-aware consumers who require periodic

access to vehicles without the cost of ownership.

D Car Culture/Corbis

I Reusable bags

y Q Environmentally conscious consumers

use items such as reusable cloth

shopping bags and Klean Kanteen

water bottles that don’t leak harmful

- chemicals like BPA.

hybrid
SYNERGY
DRIVE ;

your carbon

Association via AP Images
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works

Q In September, Google and General Electric

partner to develop clean technologies.

M Modernizing the national electric grid to

enable wider deployment of wind, solar and

geothermal energy will be an early priority.

Courtesy of Apple, Inc.

Q The green cleaning

movement gains momentum

nationally as environmentally

safe non-toxic cleaning

products are used in many

homes, as well as provincial

and city institutions.

o- -
.

Mark Mainz/Getty Images

€•

Models and Olympic athletes

showcase the first-ever collection

of eco-friendly apparel for

Canadian athletes at the Beijing

Games. Designers at the

Hudson’s Bay Company created

the clothing with earth-friendly

materials such as bamboo,

organic cotton and cacona, a

substance derived from coconuts.

Brad Pitt launches the “Make It Right" project to build

1 50 green-sensitive new homes in the New Orleans

Lower 9th Ward, which was destroyed by Hurricane

Katrina. Pitt contributes $5 million to the project.

Q There are approximately 85 wind

farms currently in operation across

Canada. A typical modern turbine will

produce enough electricity to meet the

annual needs of about 500 homes.



2008 Summer Olympics

of the most amazing

in Olympic history.
performances

Rj The Philadelphia

Phillies win their

P second World Series

n with a five game
victory over the

Tampa Bay Rays.

Team Canada celebrates their 5-1

victory over Sweden. This is the 5th

gold medal in a row for Canada at the

IIHF World Junior championships.

American swimmer Michael Phelps
,*

t
makes Olympic history with eight gold

i

>
medals. Phelps sets three world records

• in his five individual wins.
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Team Jones defeats China

7-4 at the gold medai game

at the Women's World Curling

Championship in Vernon, B.C.

o Canadian men’s eight

rowing team win gold at

the Olympics in Beijing

on August 17, 2008.

Jimmie Johnson captures

the NASCAR Sprint Cup

championship for the third

straight year in his famous

#48 Lowe’s Chevrolet

Impala SS.

Team Martin defeats Scotland 6-3

at the 2008 Men's World Curling

championship in Grand Forks, N.D.

The Calgary Stampeders celebrate their

win against the Montreal Alouettes at the

96th CFL Grey Cup in Montreal.

MVP Santonio Holmes makes a tip-toe catch

in the corner of the end zone with 35 seconds

remaining to lead the Pittsburgh Steelers past

the Arizona Cardinals 27-23 in Super Bowl XLIII.



Stephenie Meyer’s runaway

best-seller, Twilight, becomes

a hit movie starring Robert

Pattinson and Kristen Stewart

as Edward and Bella.

At the 81st Academy Awards, Slumdog
Millionaire

,
a surprise entry from India

about teen life in Mumbai wins 8 awards
while Brad Pitt’s The Curious Case of

Benjamin Button, about a man who
ages backwards, took two of the coveted

statuettes.



Wii fit
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Canadian actress

Shenae Grimes from

Degrassi: The Next

Generation is cast

in the role of Annie

Wilson in 90210.

MTV spins off the reality show

The Hills, following Laguna

Beach star Lauren Conrad and

her friends to Los Angeles.

Australian Heath Ledger, in his

last film role as the Joker in the

Batman epic The Dark Knight, wins

a posthumous Golden Globe as

well, the Academy Award for Best

Supporting Actor.
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Due to low ratings, MTV’s flagship show
Total Request Live shuts down in November

after a 1 0-year run.

tall Out BOV

Tim lAosenfelderA

RJ Rapper UP Wayne takes home four

Grammies, including Rap Album

of the Year for Tha Carter III and

Best Rap Song.

UV1

R&B singer/songwriter

Ne-Yo brings out his

third album, Year of the

Gentleman, which debuts

on the Billboard 200 at

No. 2. The album garners

six Grammy nominations.

Britney Spears rebounds from

years of personal challenges with

her fifth No.1 album, Circus. She

becomes the only act in Nielsen

SoundScan history to have four

albums that debut with 500,000

or more copies sold.



Jessie Farrell accepts the Female

Artist of the Year at the 2008

Canadian Country Music Awards in

Winnipeg on September 8, 2008.

Feist wins five Juno awards

including Album of the Year

at the awards in Calgary on

April 6, 2008.

Fox’s American Idol adds a

fourth judge to the popular show.

Grammy-nominated songwriter

Kara DioGuardi joins regular

panelists Randy Jackson, Paula

Abdul and Simon Cowell.

David

V

Rocker David Cook,

with 58 percent of the fan

votes, beats balladeer

David Archuleta in the

2008 finals of Fox’s

American Idol.
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Sunglasses

Texting becomes the new writing.

Teens everywhere learn to

double-thumb miniature keyboards

and invent a new language of

abbreviations and signs.

The U.S. converts from analog to digital TV despite

the fact that many Americans are not ready to make

the switch. Canada’s Office of Consumer Affairs

(OCA) announces that after August 31 ,
201 1 all

analog televisions will require a converter box.

TfSI
’ NEW TXT MESSAGE

o

Wr®0l
AP Photo/L.G. Patterson

jostens

Q Top style trends this

| year include baggy

\
pants, oversized

sunglasses, designer

* purses, black nail

polish and plaids.
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Jonathan Cowei

Class of '79

Gustl Eder,

Class of '01

Georges Beaubien, Chairman of the Board

Michael Wolfe, Headmaster

Allen Chastanet, Class of '79, Minister of 1 mnsm
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Guest speaker Allen

Chastanet presents

the Pitcher Prize to

Lindsay Smith

Anchi Numfor recieves one of her

many prizes from former teacher

Peter Ashworth.

Chairman Georges Beaubien

presents a diploma to top Grade 12

academic prize-winner Helen White,

Maxime Cadrin recieves the

Trustees' Scholarship from

honorary trustee John McKay,Teacher Geoffrey Telling presents the

Faculty-Staff Award to In Won Lee.

Sergio "Cheko" Afif Boring receives

the Bugbee House Award, one of

three of his prizes, including the

WildlfShield.
Headmaster Michael Wolfe

presents the Headmaster's

Award to Kristina Wilson.

Flavia Calyar receives the John
H. E. Colby Scholarship from^
Mr. Colby, honorary chairman

of the board.

Billy Huckins Memorial Award
winner Jor^^M^re^iffi
alumni Phil Huckins and Allen

Chastanet.



Spencer Martin receives

the Fountain Family

Scholarship from trustee

Jim Campbell.

Francis Williams won the Thespian Shie

Director's Award for Theatre Arts.

Chloe Duprat was this year's w inner of the

Rotary Club Service Award.

Senior boy athlete of the year Ryan
Bedard with Alumni Coordinator

Brian Denney and Allen Chastanet.



Prize-Giving 2009 / Academic Awards
Grade 7 prizes

Music

Art

Mathematics

Science

English

Geography
History

Sybil Galambos Frangais

Grade 8 prizes

Music

Art

Mathematics

Science

English

Geography
History

Spanish

Amaron French

Sybil Galambos Frangais

Grade 9 prizes

Music

Art

Mathematics

Science

Technology

English

History

Spanish

Amaron French

Sybil Galambos Frangais

David Marx

Alexandre Clermont

Meghan Martin

Meghan Martin

Meghan Martin

Malcolm Wood-Downey
Amanda Eberhardt

Malcolm Wood-Downey

Abigale Vanluvender

Estelle Larrivee

Roberto Barroso Luque
Spencer Martin

Liam Gribbon

& Ana Karime Sierra

De La Pena
Joana Ugarte Duenas
Spencer Martin

Liam Gribbon

Liam Gribbon

Sarah Lessard

Anchi Bih Numfor

Saul R. Villa Arriola

Anchi Bih Numfor

Anchi Bih Numfor
Etienne Scraire

Natasha Podd
Anchi Bih Numfor
Anchi Bih Numfor

Anchi Bih Numfor
Etienne Scraire

Junior School Prize

Improvement in French Second Language
Ana Karime Sierra De La Pena

Senior School Prize

John Wells Improvement in French Second Language
Flavia Calvar Ripoll

ESL Prize

Most Improvement & Outstanding Work
Estelle Larrivee

Grade 10 prizes

Music

Art

Ethics

Historical Society Prize

Computer Science

Physical Science

Chemistry

Physics

Mathematics 563
Mathematics 564

Mathematics 565
A. Mackenzie English

Amaron French

Sybil Galambos Frangais

Grade 11 prizes

Music

Art

J. Brian Clarke

Economics Prize

Computer Science

J.D. Ferguson History

Biology

Chemistry

Physics

Mathematics

A.P. Gordon Science

A. Mackenzie English

Amaron French

Sybil Galambos Frangais

Grade 12 prizes

Economics
English Prize

Frangais

Political Science/History

Psychology

Sociology

Biology

Chemistry

Mathematics

Physics

Art

Human Geography

Environmental Science

Philosophy

Linda Herz

Blanche DuSault

Eastlyn Bellamy

Pietro Antonelli

Constanza Carillo Romero
James Savory

Shin-Haw (Frank) Lee

Pietro Antonelli

Colleen Hamilton

Jeny Gloria Shoenfeld

Sampson
Shin-Hann (Alex) Lee

Blanche DuSault

Alison Bernal de Broucker

Blanche DuSault

Yeji Lee

Miguel Alfonso Prieto Malagon

Collin De La Bruere

Chloe Duprat

Julien Quincou

Helen White

Necola Guerrina

Christina Nash
Chloe Duprat

Helen White

Helen White

Helen White

Jose Alfonso Alfaro Portillo

Necola Guerrina

Gabrielle Archer

Rita Louise Montour

Felix Boisse

Corey Hamilton

Felix Boisse

Corey Hamilton

Gabrielle Fleming

In Won Lee

Yeji Lee

Yeji Lee

Gabrielle Fleming

Yeji Lee

Julie Malouin



Prize-Giving 2009
The Donald McG. Hackett Prize for Creativity

Thespian Shield for Acting

Directors Award in Theatre Arts

Music Prize (for contribution to music in the school)

Choir Award
Jazz Band Award
Yearbook Award
Technology Prize

Junior Debating Award

Senior Debating Award

Lee Audet Trophy Senior Public Speaking Prize

Kathleen Harper Junior Public Speaking Prize

Rotary Club Service Award (for service above self in the school community)

King Constantine Medal (for commitment to Round Square ideals)

Alumni Bursary Award (to a deserving Grade 1 1 student going into Grade 12)

Trustees Scholarship

Gordon Usher-Jones Memorial Prize (to the Grade 12 student who
has attended Stanstead College for one year and who has made an exceptional

contribution through involvement in all aspects of school life)

Everest Award (Awarded to a graduating Grade 12 student who has overcome

challenges and shown significant improvement)

Billy Huckins Memorial Scholarship (for dedication, hard work, achievement and

above all courage)

Raymond Lester Memorial Award (to the student who has most benefited from

being at the school)

Fountain Family Scholarship (to a deserving Northeast Kingdom student)

Banting Bursary Award (to a returning local student for academic achievement)

Kenneth Reed Memorial Award (to a local junior student returning to school)

Leonard McGilton Memorial Award (to a local senior student returning to school)

Eric T. Webster Award (to a deserving returning student)

McGill Science Medal Award

Spofforth Trophy for Excellence in Science and Mathematics

Arthur E. Curtis Jr. Award (to the top student entering an Engineering program)

Ralph V. Merry Scholarship (to the top student entering a Humanities program)

House Directors Award:

Bugbee House
Colby House
Davis House
Webster House

Sheila Ferguson Shield (to the all-round junior girl athlete of the year)

S.F. Abbott Memorial Shield (to the all-round junior boy athlete of the year)

Shirley Wolter Trophy (to the all-round senior girl athlete of the year)

Thomas Johnson Memorial Trophy (to the all-round senior boy athlete of the year)

Trueman-McFadyen Award (to a graduating girl for proficiency in academics & athletics)

Bowman Hall Award (to a graduating boy for proficiency in academics & athletics)

Faculty-Staff Award (to a returning student who is deemed most likely to benefit

from returning to Stanstead College and who exemplifies the qualities of

health, wisdom and integrity)

Headmasters Award (to an active and positive citizen in the College community)

John H.E. Colby Scholarship (for dedication to school, mission, programs)

Grade 7 Academic Award (the highest overall average in Grade 7)

Grade 8 Academic Award (the highest overall average in Grade 8)

Grade 9 Academic Award (the highest overall average in Grade 9)

Birks Bronze Medal (the highest overall average in Grade 10)

Governor Generals Medal (the highest overall average in Grade 11)

Birks Silver Medal (the highest overall average in Grade 12)

Wilder Shield (to the junior student with the most positive influence)

Pitcher Memorial Prize, the schools highest award (to the student who has exerted the

greatest influence for good)

Jose-Alfonso Alfaro Portillo

Francis Williams

Natasha Podd
Anand Kantharoup

Maximilian Daniel

Yeji Lee

Gabrielle Archer

Sean Scribner

Malcolm Wood-Downey
Helen White

Jordan Moore

Noemie Potvin

Chloe Duprat

Tania Laroche Duhamel

Corey Hamilton

Maxime Cadrin

Marc-Olivier Deguise

Andrew Lippi

Jordan Moore

Julien Ronsse
Spencer Martin

Amanda Eberhardt

Chelsy Martin

Gabrielle Fleming

Maxime Ruel

Yeji Lee

Helen White

Francis Williams

Felix Boisse

Sergio Afif Doring

Margarita Trabulse Mariscal

Jean-Frangois Lefort

Olivia Demerchant

Anchi Bih Numfor

Sergio Afif Doring / Jae Hyun

Yoon
Lindsay Smith

Ryan Bedard

Necola Guerrina

Olivier Charette

In Won Lee

Kristina Wilson

Flavia Calvar Ripoll

Amanda Eberhardt

Carolina Hernandez Romero
Anchi Bih Numfor

Blanche DuSault

Yeji Lee

Helen White

Sergio Afif Doring

Lindsay Smith
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her' baby Jdl

after a campiiij
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Waglya0an!t?h...

Congrotulotiono!

Krteto... You did

it... Wo oro proud

of you!!!!

Lovo, Mom, Pod

olid Moryooroh

"It's what you loam after you

know it all that counts.”

-John Wooden

Michael T. Wolfe

Headmaster

to all graduates.

Congratulations

and best of luck
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Congratulations Karim*'

Collin,

Now would be a great time to ask for

money! We are so proud of you

Mom & Bad

Bravo pour ta perseverance, ta joie de vivre, "ta soif

dappreudre”. Nous sonunes tres fiers de toil



P r est i q e I Performance I PRivilEqEs

Carl Remillard Fontaine
AGENT IMMOBILIER AFFILIE

514.935.3337

Exclusive Affiliate of

CHRISTIE’S
GREAT ESTATES®
christiesgreatestates.com

1361, Avenue Greene, Westmount

crfontaine@profusionimmo.ca I profusionimmo.ca

Courtier immobilier agree I Entreprise independante et autonome

Rlumnus, Class of 1 997



Daily is a very diversified persen. Per people who know Daily we 11, here are seme

pictures that will show all different facades ef Daily and all that he enjeys in

life and se much mere. Daily started lib first year ef scheet (pre-scheel) in

English and he will be finishing high sclieel in the same language.

And i iioiv fjf'hiiiii!

We knew fer sure that whatever read he may cheese, he will be led te success in

his life. He is a determined and bright yeung man, and ef ceurse we wish him the

best ef luck.

Hookey fan at a vory youiyi age Pany liko? animal? ana naturv. Hdicoptvr nao? ana aviation... Driving ana racily

So-Kartina...-Nartnifj... Fidniyj... naymcjt?oceer{‘2003 Final CaolalL bnowmobiling...

Hookoy with lib brother Julion... Moclianios (Satnadio t-ruok ovntvrL Working on eervioe call? for tho ijaracje



(3abrielle,

You leave behind you at Stanstead a tremendous legacy of

which you can be most proud . From the heart and soul (and legs)

that you gave your hockey, rugby and soccer teams, the

shoulder to lean on or sharing a laugh with your house mates,

the participation and enthusiasm in your classes, to your

playing with your jazz bandmates (mostly in key and in time)

and your leadership and labors with the yearbook.

We are extremely proud of you for all of your accomplishments

and success in high school and wish you all the best in your next

important phase in life at university.

With much love.

Your Pad, Mom and, next in line for Stanstead, Jonathan



Congratulations Margarita!

Love Dad

Congratulations Jeff

_effrey "Topo" Cowen

Great Memories!

t Friends!

Love Mum, Dad & Jason



FIRE PROTECTION

5877 Avenue Papineau

Montreal, QC
H2G 2W3

TEL: (514) 277-2127

FAX: (514) 277-1518

www.guard-x.com

CPcim of 200^ You did it

f

Congratulations/ Class

INDOOR
RECREATION
ORLEANS
COUNTY

A sports, fitness, and recreation center for the

entire community.

Orleans County and the Eastern Townships

www.irocvt.org

802 -334-8511



Ville de

Town of Stanstead
Mayor: Raymond Yates

Councillors:

Matthew Farfan Michelle Richard
Susan Wintle Philippe Dutil
Serge Tougas Florent Roy

Felicitations! Contratulations!

Char-grilled choice steaks seasoned

with Montreal Steak Spice

Pasta sauteed in extra virgin olive oil

and white wine

Hickory wood smoked baby back ribs

rubbed with herbs and spices

Sushi grade Ahi tuna with wasabi sauce, either grilled or pan

seared and seame crusted

Tropical swordfish with mango salsa

Fresh salmon cooked in cherry wood

Fresh haddock stuffed with crab, lobster, scallops & shrimp

Cherry wood grilled barbecue chicken

Surf, Turf ©• Goctails
By the Boardwalk By the Lake

I OO Main Street, Newport. Vt.
Reservations 802-3 34—6405

Lunch Menu - Bar Menu
Beautiful View of Lake Memphremagog

Outdoor Pining & Cocktails

Apple cranberry pan-seared duck salad with plum glaze

and maple-roasted walnuts

Orange ginger root scallop baby spinach salad

Cherry wood grilled duck

Marinated portobello mushroom stuffed with crab, lobster

,

scallops & shrimp, covered with Japanese panko bread crumbs

roasted until golden brown

House-made tiramisu, cheesecake, creme brule

and honey wheat cranberry

chocloate chip bread pudding

Our wild long-grain rice and vegetables are

sauteed to order with our house-made seafood,

vegetable, chicken and duck stocks

To the Class of 2009: Congrats!
josmns
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